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 Bugs fixed in IED 61850 Edition 2 conversion: 

 LN prefix was not copied from Edition 1 (the default prefix was set from the data types).  

 The last FCDA in a dataset was not checked. 

 The format of file date-time on the Configuration files page of the printed documentation is 
now the same as on the cover page (and other places). 

 The type of the front panel is also printed on the Rack design page of the printed documentation 
(the same way as in the Rack Designer window). 

 The value of the Netmask parameter in the Station bus section, on the System settings page of 
the printed documentation is now printed as dotted decimal text instead of CIDR notation bit 
count, like “255.255.0.0” instead of “16”. 

 Items have been rearranged on the device’s (root) property sheet. 

 Downloading is not allowed to a device which has a lower RDSP and/or CDSP firmware 
version number then the one required by the EPC file. The following error message appears: 
The XXXX firmware version of the device is not suitable for this configuration! 

In other cases, the Revision mismatch window may appear where you can continue or cancel 
downloading. There is also shown which firmware does not match: The XXXX firmware version 
of the device might not be suitable for this configuration! The required version number now 
contains also the EPC firmware number, like “'2.8.13.2020”. When the DSP version is not 
defined then the not defined text appears. Furthermore, when a fixed device firmware is 
required by the EPC file then a new line appears: This configuration requires a fixed XXXX 
firmware version. 

 The program also detects future device firmware versions (both when downloading and 
uploading). When the firmware supports secure file transfer then a green lock symbol appears 
after the IP address; you are not allowed to select such a target device in the current version, the 
following error message appears: 

The selected device does not support unsecure file transfer. 
You need a new version of the EuroCAP.exe program. 

 When a hardware card is removed in the Rack Designer then all I/O objects (like binary inputs) 
connected to it are removed, even when it is an input or output of a Function Block. Please note 
that it is still not allowed in Master View to remove a card which contains an input or output 
object of a Function Block. 

 The printed Feedback Documentation has got a new style. Furthermore, only those objects are 
printed, which does not have a “ShowOrder” parameter, or if they have, then its value is greater 
than zero. 

 The functionality of the genconf EPML element has been restored to the state prior to the 
v1.2.37 (February 18, 2011) version. The genconf element prints again only the title part of the 
File ID; the generated binary file header also contains this attribute. The new confver EPML 
element prints the version part of the File ID. 
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To maintain backward compatibility, the program accepts both versions of the File ID in the 
RSEP XML file. 

 The file EPML element has a new (optional) escape attribute; currently only the ”xml” value is 
accepted for it. When this attribute is defined for a text file then selected characters of a printout 
element’s output string are encoded as described in the in accompanying document 
EuroCAP_ft_035.pdf. 

 EPML files can be imported and exported also in Designer View. 

 Built code and parameter files are not deleted after file build or download in Designer View 
when the hardware platform is S16. 

 Added new hardware platforms: S16 and Hyundai. The platform OmegaProt+ was removed. In 
case of an S16 platform the EuroCAP_S16.ini file is used instead of the EuroCAP.ini file; when 
this file can be found then a warning message appears and the EuroCAP.ini file is opened. 

The warning message appears only once until a new configuration is opened. Similarly, when 
the INI file is corrupt then the error message appears only once until a new configuration is 
opened (see release notes of v1.2.9, October 19, 2009). 

 The list on the IEC 61850 Logical Nodes property sheet is sorted by the owner Function Blocks 
(the Defined by column). The contents of the ICD / CID files are not affected. 

 The Check configuration function is checking also the maximal number of IEC 61850 objects 
(datasets, FCDAs, RCBs and GCBs). When a limit is exceeded then only a warning message 
appears; the configuration can be downloaded to the device. The same is true for object 
mappings in IEC 60870-5-101/103/104 and DNP3 communications. It is also checked whether 
there are only matrix rows or columns defined; when matrix rows exist then columns must also 
exist and vice versa. Object count limits are also checked; when the number of defined objects 
exceeds the limit of within a certain type then a warning message appears. 

 The Function block properties dialog window has a new function. From Designer View, the 
tree on the Owned objects tab sheet has a local menu, which can be activated with a right mouse 
click; the Show object local menu item is showing the selected object. (Double clicking a tree 
item is not available for this task, because it is used for expanding or collapsing the node.) 
When an object is shown then the OK button becomes disabled; you can continue showing 
other owned objects; finally you can close the dialog window with the Cancel button. Please 
note that only Ed.1 or Ed.2 LNs can be shown, according to the current IEC 61850 
compatibility setting. 

 There is a new button on the Event channels (9) and Control channels (43) property sheets: the 
“-> Title” button copies the content of the IEC61850 DOI description column to the Title 
column for all selected lines. When the current language is English then the original value, 
otherwise the translated value of the object’s title will be modified. Please select lines carefully 
because the titles will be overwritten without confirmation. 

 The Update Function Block Wizard has been improved. 
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 Now the names of the updated function block, its outputs and owned objects are set to the 

ones of the updating FB plus a suffix can be added to the original names; those inputs are 
also renamed which are created automatically when the FB is added to a V2 configuration 
(see also the [FixedNodTypes]AddFBInputsV2 key in the .ini file). 

 Unnecessary log messages have been removed. 

 The Cancel button is not available anymore in Step 7 – Executing update actions 
(modifications cannot be undone). 

 Bug fixed in IEC61850 Data Attribute mapping: Only the NamPlt/configRev, NamPlt/d and 
NamPlt/dU attributes were mapped; other DA mappings were ignored in NamPlt. 

 Logic Editor: 

 Factory defined timer parameters can also be used; the Timer parameter window offers the 
new Factory parameter type. The settings of a factory defined timer parameter cannot be 
changed in the Logic Editor. 

 In designer view and above, when you define an input, the list of the 0025 Logic parameter 
type objects shows also those objects which are owned by a Function Block. 

 Sheets can be marked as factory defined; these sheets cannot be displayed or printed in 
master or normal view; the name of a protected sheet appears between (* and *) marks in 
the list. 

 Similarly, macros can be also marked as factory designed. A protected macro cannot be 
loaded for editing in master view. 

 Within the Logic Editor, you can now search for a calculation order. 

 Communication Configuration: 

 Now you can create a Dataset in the following ways: 

 from the local menu of an LN0 

 by dragging a DO from a dataset to an LN0 

 from the local menu of a DO or DA 

 You can move a DO from one Dataset to another (to avoid exceeding limits). 

 You can create an RCB from the local menu of a Dataset. 

 In the object tree, an RCB is below the linked Dataset. 

 LNs can be sorted by name (except for LN0 and LPHD1). 

 The bubble hint window is shown for a longer time (to be able to read long texts).  

 Rack Designer 

 CHANGED: 
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 In case of S16 configurations the printing of the LED titles cannot be used. The 

following message is displayed if the user opened it: "In case of S16 device family the 
LED Title function can not be used!" 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 Enumerated parameter variables (215) can be selected as source for the Dynamic Image 
and Dynamic Label objects. 

 The number of the checked screens is limited to 20. If there are checked more, the user 
gets error message after clicking the Generate button: "The limit of the active screens is 
exceeded! Please deactivate x of them!" 

 CHANGED: 

 The prefix of the Analog will be filled automatically with the Russian translation if there 
is in case of the Online Measurands (305). 

 FIXED: 

 In case of opening an LCD screen file the image files of the DImage objects of the 
opened LCD screen can be empty. (Before this fix the image files after the first empty 
image file were not imported.) 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 CHANGED: 

 In case of S16 configurations the Offline Parameter Set Editor can not be used. The 
following message is displayed if the user opened it: "In case of S16 device family the 
Offline Parameter Set Editor can not be used!" 

 If there are missing parameters in a .par file which is loaded to a configuration compared 
to that which are in the configuration then the value of them are set to the default. 

 ADDED: 

 The parameter set can be exported to an MS Excel file and it can be imported from an 
MS Excel worksheet. 

EuroCAP 
v2.1.1.11 
October 30, 2015 

 Now IED 61850 Edition 2 is also supported. You can choose the target edition from the Project 
| IEC 61850 Compatibility menu or from the dropdown menu of the corresponding speed 
button. The selected edition affects displaying, editing, export, import and generating as well. 

When the Edition 2 data are not present yet in the current configuration then only a Designer or 
Administrator user can select Edition 2. By doing so the Edition 2 Wizard is launched and it 
will create Edition 2 data based on the already existing Edition 1 data. When a Function Block 
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is added or updated and the FB file does not contain Edition 2 data then it will be also created 
automatically. Each wizard will list those DO, SDI or DA items of Edition 2 data which are not 
present in Edition 1 so DA mapping is needed. 

 When you modify the description of an IEC 61850 data of the object model then it is applied 
for both Edition 1 and 2 data (but not the description of a Dataset, Control Block or External 
GOOSE Input). 

 The Function block properties and the Set object ownership dialog windows display both 
Edition 1 and 2 Logical Nodes. 

 The RDSP and CDSP version is visible on the Device Configuration property sheet also in 
Master View (but cannot be modified). The required firmware revisions are checked against the 
device before download; when a mismatch is encountered then you have to confirm it before 
starting the download procedure. 

 When a language other than English is selected, you can still modify the original (English) title 
and translatable parameters together with their translations in the Object properties window. 
Now a flag appears next to a translation instead of the “Translation” label. 

 Bug fix in the Object properties window: translation editor fields did not grow in width 
together with the resized window. 

 Now you can print the feedback documentation directly from the report.zip file. The new 
command is available with the File | Print Archive File menu item and with the corresponding 
speed button on the toolbar. The former Print speed button is not available anymore; the former 
Print command has to be launched from the main menu. Please note that the .epc configuration 
file is not opened by the program, it is printed directly from the .zip archive file. Please also 
note that IEC 61850 Edition 1 or 2 data are selected automatically when you print the .zip file 
(according to the files downloaded to the device); when you use the Print command, the 
currently selected compatibility mode will determine which data are printed. Edition 1 or 2 also 
appears in the title of the printed chapter, e.g. “IEC 61850 (Edition 1) communication settings”. 

 You can also open the .epc configuration file from within a report.zip file with the new File | 
Open From Archive… menu command. When the file is opened, you are offered to save it with 
its original name (much like when you upload a file from the device). The current IEC 61850 
Compatibility level is set according to the files downloaded to the device (supposing that the 
view level is higher than Normal). 

 Functions blocks now also have a version number. The version is displayed in the Function 
Block Properties window. Only an Administrator can modify the version either in the property 
window or in the Define Function Block Wizard. When a function block is updated from a 
library file with a smaller version then you have to confirm the operation. 

 Rack Designer 

 CHANGED: 

 Handling 6 Slots width cards. 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 
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 CHANGED: 

 Escribing the version number to the File ID when saving the .par file. Checking the File 
ID and the version number when reading the .par file. 

EuroCAP 
v1.5.2.13 
September 15, 2015 

 In Designer View and above you can specify RDSP and CDSP version on the Device 
Configuration property sheet. 

 There is a new column in the list on the Event channels (9) and Control channels (43) property 
sheets. The IEC61850 DOI description column shows the first non-empty description of the 
mapped Data Objects (the owners of the mapped Data Attributes). 

 Enhanced IEC61850 Extrenal GOOSE Reference mapping: Now the base type of a GOOSE 
input is also extracted from the imported SCL file and stored in the .epc file. The stored 
property is displayed in the bType column on the property sheet and also in the ExtRef 
properties dialog window. If the bType is not empty then only the appropriate GOOSE receiver 
objects are listed in the dialog window. The selected received value object types are defined in 
the .ini file: 

[FixedNodTypes] 
… 
;IEC 61850 datamapping allows only one NOD type for each mapping type: 
… 
MapGooseReceiver=901 
;The index of the "received value" parameter: 
GooseReceiverParIx=1 
;Received value object types (comma separated): 
GooseReceiverBoolTypes=213 
GooseReceiverIntTypes=3004 

 Bug fixed in IEC61850 Data Attribute mapping: The NamPlt/d attribute was mapped to the 
Unicode description of the Logical Node. Now the description is converted to 7-bits ASCII 
(e.g. the Unicode text “Öt szép szűz lány őrült írót nyúz” is converted to “Ot szep szuz lany 
orult irot nyuz”). Comma (“,”) characters are replaced with semicolon (“;”). 

 Now the NamPlt/dU attribute is also mapped to the Logical Node’s description. Other dU 
attributes are mapped to the Data Object’s description. Comma (“,”) characters are replaced 
with semicolon (“;”). 

 Now the value of the NamPlt/dU DAI is also set to the Logical Node’s description in the 
IEC61850 ICD and CID files. The NamPlt/d DAI’s value is converted to 7-bits ASCII. Other d 
and dU DAI’s value is set to the DOI’s description accordingly. 

 Enhanced IEC61850 Data Attribute mapping: In a v2 configuration, you can specify a free map 
string, for both read / write and control mapping. 
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 Now dialog windows appear in the center of the screen. 

 Bug fix in recording and restoring window state and size: When a dialog window was not 
shown during a session then its default state and position was recorded in the registry when 
exiting the program thus overriding the last used settings. 

 Known issue: The Default Window Size command still cannot restore the default state and size 
of a window which was already shown with maximized state during the session. You can 
bypass this issue by launching the command right after a program restart. 

 New columns in the Event channels section of the printed Feedback Documentation: the HMI 
column shows the Include HMI parameter value of the object; the Value column displays the 
possible range of the recorded value. 

 Added major and minor version number to the File ID text. 

 Communication Configuration: 

 Now the translated title of the referred object and its owner Function Block is displayed. 

 The printed Feedback Documentation also shows translated titles in two separate columns 
(Function and Title). 

 Logic Editor: 

 When a Function Block owns one or more IEC61850 Logical Nodes then you can set the 
description of the contained Data Objects. 

 Now the Logic Editor gives better support for the comparison of configurations by 
preserving the name of internal objects, like status variables. 

 Generated User Logic elements now get a comment showing the name of the originating 
sheet in the editor. The Compare configuration window also displays these comments. 

 If there is a list component in a dialog window then it is focused when the window is 
launched. 

 Bug fix: In some cases, the ConnOut move function did not work properly. 

 Bug fix: When a sheet is imported, the ConnOut –> ConnIn assignment is now carried out 
consequently. 

 When you change the name of a ConnOut which is visible outside of the Logic Editor then 
its references are also changed to the new name. 

 Introduced Macro List Update function: unused macros are loaded from the selected folder. 

 Bug fix: Access violation error could occur when a Function Block’s I/O count did not 
match the connector count in the user logic; now a warning or an error message appears. 
Function Block’s connector names are updated. 

 Now the Logic Editor is launched automatically after a successful Function Block update 
supposing that the Function Block is used in User Logic. Please note that the “Used in User 
Logic” Function Block state was not preserved by the FB Update Wizard in earlier versions. 
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 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 New connector types: BLA 3,4; BLT 2; BLT 5; BLT 8; BLT 20 

 CHANGED: 

 Able to delete Binary Input and Binary Output modules in Master mode, which have 
been added in designer mode. 

 Picture Database 

 ADDED: 

 LCD Pictures Database, new button for deleting all LCD pictures. 

 CHANGED: 

 At the startup the list fields are active in the following windows: 

 Card and Picture Database - LCD Picture DB 
 Card and Picture Database - Rack Designer V2 Module DB 
 Card and Picture Database - Module Categories DB 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 If the LCD Picture Database Parameter window is active, the color of the upper panel is 
green. 

 CHANGED: 

 At startup the list fields are active in the following windows: 

 Picture Database Parameters 
 Picture Editor 
 Picture Database Editor - Edit Picture Database 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 FIXED: 

 In case of a matrix with 32 columns, the value of the last column in the parameter list 
was inverted. 

EuroCAP 
v1.5.1.10 
February 24, 2015 

 Protecta partners may get a custom setup file, like eurocap_ids_setup.exe. The custom setup 
may install a logo file, like ids_logo.bmp, and a customized EuroCAP.ini file. Custom settings 
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can be found in the [CustomFiles], [CustomText] and [Settings] sections, at the beginning of 
the .ini file; a custom text can also be localized on the supported program languages, like this: 

[CustomFiles] 
Logo= ids_logo.bmp 
[CustomText] 
HeaderPanelCaption=Produced for IDS 
HeaderPanelCaption_de=Hergestellt für IDS GmbH 

 The [Settings]ImportCtlModel=1 .ini file setting will make the program import the DAI’s 
“CtlModel” setting from the CID and/or SCD file. The [Settings]AllowGseDo=1 setting makes 
the program accept complete data objects in Goose datasets, both on the user interface and in 
the imported Goose inputs. 

 Custom settings can be more easily applied to an updated factory-designed v2.x EPC file: 

 LED definition (5) objects can be exported to and imported from an XML file. The 
imported object’s parameters are loaded into the object with matching I/O “Connector”, 
including the original (English) title and its translations, but not the objects “Name” and 
“GeoGraphic address” which are not modified. When the “On Item name” or the “Blink 
Item name” refers to a non-existent object then the parameter is changed to “Object?” and 
an error message is added to a report list which appears when the import operation is 
finished. If the object’s name does not match with the imported name then a warning 
message is added to the report list, although there should not be any reference for the object 
in the configuration. The [TreeV2] section in the INI file was modified accordingly. 

 IEC 60870-5-101/104 and 103 communication settings can be exported to and imported 
from file. The operation can be launched from the local menu of the root tree item (the EPC 
file name) on the according tab sheets. 

 All user logic sheets can be exported to and imported from file in one step. 

 When the display language is not English (the default) then translated object properties (title 
and parameters, like a unit) are also shown in the Object properties dialog window and the 
original (English) value cannot be edited. The translated text is also read-only; use the 
Translations button to launch the Translated properties editor window. 

 Bug fix: the tree and / or list on the property sheet did not refresh when translations were 
changed. 

 The title of the (first) “ConfigID (100)” object appears on the Device Configuration property 
sheet as a “Customer ID”, right below the “File ID”; from master view it can be edited. 

 There is a new column in the list on the Inputs sheet of the Function block properties window: 
an “A” in the column “M” shows that the input can be reassigned in master view (the letter “A” 
may vary in different languages, like “Z” in German language). 

 Printed documentation has been re-designed. You must supply an RSEP XML file containing 
system and parameter settings instead of PAR files used in earlier versions. The XML file can 
be extracted from the device. IEC 61850 and DNP3 communication settings are also printed. 
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 From master view you can show details about the imported files with the Details button on the 

Device Configuration property sheet; you can also export the selected file in the launched 
window, except for the imported IED description file (only in administrator view). 

 When you step on the Inputs page in the Add Function Block Wizard then input objects may be 
created automatically; if it happens so then a message will appear. The types of automatically 
created objects are enlisted in the [FixedNodTypes]AddFBInputsV2 key of the .ini file. 

 Only administrators can remove a Function Block which is used in the User Logic and only 
after confirmation. 

 Now you can launch the rack designer also with the Project | Rack Designer… menu item and 
the Rack Designer speed button on the toolbar. 

 Communication Configuration: 

 A source object cannot be assigned to multiple IEC 103 measurand II and/or control items. 

 The generated ICD and CID files contain also those DOIs which have a description. 

 Changes in the Logic Editor: 

 You can import Function Block of a sheet even if the relay in the current configuration has 
more inputs or outputs. The name and position of the imported FB IOs must match the ones 
of the relay in the current configuration. 

 The color of the Function Block is different when it is not assigned, i.e. when there is no 
such FB in the configuration. The color can be customized in the [GrEdtor] section of the 
.ini file 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 S24 LED-label print 

 If a user with Master view wanted in the Rack designer to change a module which is in 
the temporary category, an error message appears. 

 CHANGED: 

 TRIP and power suppliers can also be changed in master mode. 

 FIXED: 

 S24 LED-label print zoom fix 

 Binary I/O can be deleted and readded in master mode without closing the rack designer 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 Autofill of LCD analog label suffix 

 Moving the LCD-objects by cursor keys. 
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 Change LCD suffix automatically based on the Source object. 

 CHANGED: 

 Suffix of the analog parameters is not editable. 

 FIXED: 

 It wasn't possible to export a disabled LCD Screen 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 ADDED: 

 The units get showed in the selected language 

 FIXED: 

 Double printing 

 In case of german language the unit lines are overwritten. 

 In case of german language after starting Print Document the Offline Parameter Set 
Editor is blank. 

EuroCAP 
v1.4.5.1 
September 30, 2014 

 You can choose to print only the hardware design of the current configuration (rack and 
connector allocation). The title of the (first) ConfigID (100) object is also printed together with 
the File ID (unless it has the default ‘ConfigID1’ value). 

EuroCAP 
v1.4.4.9 
August 28, 2014 

 When the opened configuration file was created with a newer program version then a warning 
message will appear prior to reading the file content (which may fail with an error message). 

 Language icon has been updated. Credits are given to A’ Design Award & Competition, Onur 
Müştak Çobanlı and Farhat Datta (http://www.languageicon.org). 

 When translation is available, the object’s title is translated to the program’s chosen language 
on the following property sheets: 

 all object lists, like status variables or IO signals (in the Title column); please note that type 
name was translated already 

 Installed and Visible Function Blocks (after the colon) 

 Connector Allocation (in the Name column and also in copied or printed output) 

 Hardware Configuration (in the Connector 01 - 16 rows) 
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 Now you can print the documentation of the current .epc file optionally together with the 

selected .par (parameter settings) file(s). Please note that page orientation will be “portrait” and 
all pages will be printed regardless of printer settings; other settings, like paper size, will take 
effect. Please also note that when there are unsaved changes then first you have to save the file 
to be able to print the documentation. 

 The Check configuration function is checking also the maximal number of IEC 61850 objects 
(datasets, FCDAs, RCBs and GCBs). Object references in trip assignment (4444) object 
parameters are mandatory. 

 Bug fix: column headers were not translated on the Connector Allocation property sheet. 

 Bug fix in Update Function Block Wizard: objects of the same FB could be paired (an 
unforeseen consequence of the new name comparison method introduced in v1.4.1.10 beta on 
March 10, 2013). The Import Configuration Wizard is not affected. 

 Bug fix in Translated properties dialog: translation can be cleared (removed) again. 

 Bug fix in File | Import | IED description: the max element in RptEnabled was not imported (it 
was set to 2). Now it is set to the number of enlisted clients. 

 The Open Configuration file browser window now shows the folder of the recently opened file; 
the offered file name contains only the name part instead of the full path name. 

 A designer or an administrator can add notes to the configuration. The notes are available on 
the device’s (root) property sheet. The Export to / Import from NOD file buttons have been 
removed from the sheet (these functions are still available from the File menu). 

 Changes in the Logic Editor: 

 Fixed bug in moving a ConnOut. 

 Objects created in Master view can be removed and renamed on the same or higher view 
level. 

 When a new object is placed near the edge of the sheet then it will be fully visible. 

 You can close the window without confirmation when there are no unsaved changes. 

 You have to confirm the deletion of a macro. 

 The components in the Import Sheet window now follow the size of the window. 

 Ceased “Internal error 2” message during sheet import. 

 You cannot import a sheet when there are unsaved changes. 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 The RackDesigner can be printed at any time in the global Printer object with the 
PrintRackDesigner procedure. 
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 In Master mode in RackDesigner a current transformer card can be replaced with 

another current transformer card. 

 Support for cards of size 5 

 In case of a TINJ module, the rack box will be perforated 

 Led preview maximal zoom 

 LED titles can be saved as image 

 The number of LED titles printed can be selected 

 Zoom level can be selected 

 LED Title Print language select 

 CHANGED: 

 Led preview default size 

 CT cards cannot be added in Master mode 

 CT+/5153 is an exeption of the modules. After overwrite of a CT-module to this module 
two extra analog channels are generated. If this module is overwritten, in Master view  
will not be removed the extra channels. 

 FIXED: 

 The page orientation is automatically set in the external print 

 Wrong letter assignment when using wider cards 

 Rack Designer Preview - Save preview image to file -> Now the extension is added to 
the filename 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 The user screens can be exported one by one 

 CHANGED: 

 When LCD Parameters window starts up refresh the icons by screen list. 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 ADDED: 

 A EuroSet parameter file can be printed with the PrintEuroSet in the global Printer 
object. 

 Print button tooltip 

 CHANGED: 

 The Groupbox title color can be changed 
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 The title label does not move when changing a value 

 Warning instead of errors when parameters are missing 

 Bugfixes in the external print 

 Text colors can be parametrized 

 Parameter import: Unknown parameters get simply ignored. 

 FIXED: 

 RIO File, DTVAphs template - delete unnecessary charecter. 

 After scrolling, if the Euroset was opened again, the parameters were misaligned. 

 Picture Database 

 ADDED: 

 In Master mode it is possible to export and import the LCD database. 

 CHANGED: 

 It requires a confirmation before importing 

 The import button is visible in every mode 

 File name FileID + _LCD.gdb 

 Import/Export Rack Database is also available in Designer mode 

EuroCAP 
v1.4.3.9 
March 5, 2014 

 Bug fix: object lists are now displaying Unicode characters properly. 

 Connector Allocation property sheet is now fully Unicode compatible. The Terminal column 
was moved to the beginning of the row. 

 Bug fix in maintaining object references: when an object was removed some logical elements 
could remain in the configuration (“Object?=…”). 

 Control channel (43) objects now use the same property sheet as Event channels (9): IEC61850 
Data Attribute references are also shown in the list. The [TreeV2] section in the INI file was 
modified accordingly. 

 IEC 61850 LN prefix can be now 6 characters long; prefix + instance cannot exceed 7 
characters. 

 Built parameter files can be downloaded to device even in Normal View. View mode is 
temporarily set to Master to enable building files. 
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 The default folder of the file browsers launched by the File | Import | Types / EPML Files / IEC 

60850 Files menu commands is now defined in the INI file’s [Library]ImportPath entry. The 
folder of the recently opened file is stored in the registry (for the current user). The same is true 
for the Import Types button on the device property sheet. 

The [Library]Path entry is not modified by the program anymore; the recently selected Function 
Block folder is also stored in the registry. 

 The Save Configuration file browser window offers the folder and name of the current 
configuration (if there is any). 

 Introduced File | Compare… menu command for designers and administrators. The operation 
compares the active configuration with another selected EPC file. The result is listed in a dialog 
window. Currently only those logical elements are compared which meet the following criteria: 

 in Function Blocks, the target object’s owner is the Root Function Block or it is defined as 
an output of the FB; 

 in the User Logic, the object has one of the following types: “OutputTypes”, “StatusType”, 
“VolatileStatusType”, “TimerType” (defined in the  [GrEditor] section of the INI file). 

Different and missing elements are both enlisted. 

 When translations are imported then those translations that are not present in the imported file 
are not removed even if you choose the Update existing translations option. 

 Core Function Blocks (which cannot be deactivated) are shown with grayed check icon in the 
Visible FBs list. Hiding a core FB requires confirmation. 

 A Function Block can be moved up and down in the Installed FBs list in Master View 
(previously it was available only in Designer and higher view modes). 

 The single object instance of the evaluation order type was not maintained properly when a 
Function Block (or an object) was removed. The error originates from v1.0.28. 

 Now inactive object references in the evaluation order object are skipped when building output 
files or when checking the configuration. Please note that when the parameter value is printed 
out as characters rather than in binary form, then object references are not checked at all. 

 Introduced new Function Block state: “Used in User Logic”. This state is maintained separately 
from the “Allow deactivation” state. When a Function Block is used in the User Logic then it 
cannot be deactivated but it can be hidden after confirmation. 

 Communication Configuration 

 IEC 61850 RCB: Rpt enabled can be set between 1 and 6. 

 IEC 61850 RCB: Added Optional and Integrity period fields. 

 IEC 61850: Added support for Edition 2 (SCLVersion = 2007). The length of names is 
limited to 32 characters in Edition 1 and to 64 characters in Edition 2. For an Edition 2 
configuration and additional IID file is also generated (its content is identical with the CID 
file). 
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 The Check Configuration operation is now checking non-existent and inactive objects 

mappings in DNP3, IEC101/104 and IEC103 communication parameters. 

 Boolean enumerated values (“False”, “True”) are translated to the selected program 
language consequently. 

 Several enhancements in Logic Editor (see more details in the documentation). 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 New Rack Size: 16TE (S16). 

 In 16TE racks a processor can be installed in the last but one position as well. (For 
double CPU-s). 

 In case of a 16TE Rack, HMI+/S16* and BUS+/S16* is selected automatically. 

 FIXED: 

 It was possible to change the racksize in case of racksize 4 and 6 even if there were 
already cards in the rack. 

 Racks of size 4 and 6 are now scaled properly on the printed page. 

 In the Rear Design Popupmenu 16TE is now a radiobox as well. 

 If we replaced a single card with a double one, the remaining cards were pushed. 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 The filename and path of LCD configuration files can be now selected individually. 

 FIXED: 

 If we replaced an enum with a new enum with less values, the unneeded rows weren't 
deleted. 

 The enumeration values are now listed at the enumerated types. 

 Screennames containing unicode characters weren't correctly displayed in the list and 
were saved with an incorrect filename. 

 The LCD Screen files are saved in UTF-8, instead of UCS-2. 

 Files with UTF-8 names can be imported now. 

 Empty images get handled correctly in the import. 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 FIXED: 

 In some special cases the total number of pages was calculated incorrectly. 
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EuroCAP 
v1.4.2.6 
July 19, 2013 

 An Administrator can convert user logic to normal logic. Object references are changed for 
newly created objects of an appropriate type. Parameters are defined in the [GrLogicConv] 
section of the INI file. Conversion can be launched with the Convert button on the User Logic 
property sheet. 

 Now you can upload a configuration file from the device even if you renamed its type to capital 
letters (from .epc to .EPC). 

 Bug fixed in IEC 61850 datasets: in some cases the FC of an FCDA was not handled properly. 

 Access Violation error fixed in the Communication Configurator. 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 Now we show the PictureDB Version in the statusbar. 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 LCD file generation now supports parametred dynamic images, labels and measurands. 

 Support for importing parametric objects has been added. 

 CHANGED: 

 The source is now case-sensitive in the import 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 FIXED: 

 In some special cases the total number of pages was calculated incorrectly 

EuroCAP 
v1.4.1.24 
May 29, 2013 

 The program has got a multi-language interface. Currently supported languages are English 
and Deutsch (German). 

 The IEC 61850 tabbed sheet of the Communication Configurator window has been redesigned. 
Now any LN in any LD can accept a GOOSE input. Refined other protocols. 

 Several enhancements and bug fixes in the Logic Editor. Comment blocks can be positioned 
vertically closer to each other. Comment blocks as other blocks are aligned to the grid and this 
is a limitation how close two comment blocks can be placed to each other. For comments that 
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must fit into one grid row use Tahoma,7 font and for double height comments use Tahoma,15 
font (in case of default grid size). 

 Now the function block’s title can be modified in Master View. 

 Event channel (9) objects have got a new property sheet: IEC61850 Data Attribute references 
are also shown in the list. The [TreeV2] section in the INI file was modified accordingly. 

 The File | Import Cards menu item has been removed. The Project | Card and Picture 
Database... menu item is not visible in Master View and below. The Manage Hardware button 
on the Hardware Configuration property sheet is not available any more in v2.x configurations 
and above. 

 Although I/O object properties can be modified in Master View from v1.2.10, it can be 
prohibited for specific object types; these types are enlisted in the [FixedNodTypes] 
ReadOnlyIOsV2 key of the INI file. Just reordering alone can be disabled with the 
NoReOrderIOsV2 key (form Normal to Designer View). New I/Os are inserted in alphabetical 
order. 

 If an error is encountered when reading an EPC file then the original error message is shown. 

 Added new EPML attributes (internal data). Enhanced Update Function Block Wizard. 

 Bug fix in checking configuration: Since graphical editor does not remove a target object 
reference when the object is removed, generated logic elements are also kept. 

 Bug fix on configuration property sheet: after translation spin editor texts fell back to ‘1’. 

 Updated German translation. 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 It can be decided using a compiler directive whether the comment or the name will be 
shown in the front panel menu 

 When the total power consumption of the rack designer cards exceeds the 90% of the 
total nominal power of the power supplier(s), the consumption is shown with a different 
color in the status bar. Additionally a warning message is shown at the closing of the 
rack designer window. When the power consumption exceeds the nominal power the 
rack designer cannot be saved unless the user is in admin mode. 

 Warning if the power consumption of a card is missing 

 The selected front and bus panels are displayed on the form 

 Unicode and multi-language support 

 The icons of the categories in the card select form had been hidden. 

 Two new node types 

 Now a line separates the two columns on the LED title image 
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 The cooling layout of the rack is also stored. The perforated layout is automatically 

chosen above a given power consuption threshold. 

 The thresholds for the cooling layouts are dependent on the BUS. 

 CHANGED: 

 The total power consumption is multiplied with 1.25 

 As the nominal powers / power consumptions are stored as mW-s. 

 Support for DPI settings different from default 

 The Front and the bus names are shown in two rows 

 Now also the power consumption of a PS is shown in the Picture DB 

 Rack Designer shows the nominal power 

 Picture Database 

 ADDED: 

 Text output now exports all of the properties including the images into a subfolder 

 Unicode and multi-language support 

 New button in LCD view: edit image 

 An optional order can be added for to the categories which gives their order in the card 
select form of the Rack Designer 

 Two new node types 

 Position is also displayed in the card category list 

 Text output exports the pd1 files too 

 The pictures in the LCD pictures list can be also handled from a PopUpMenu 

 Show button hint 

 FIXED: 

 Invalid typecast on saving of rack cards 

 A security flaw 

 The hints are shown on the proper form 

 CHANGED: 

 Import all function: 

 Append to list button got removed 

 Do not import renamed to skip 

 "all" checkbox removed, Overwrite all and Skip all buttons instead 
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 Export picture is disabled in master mode 

 Function button captions were replaced by glyphs, the previous captions are now hints 

 The filename in the Modify Picture dialog cannot be changed anymore 

 The LCD comment is shown in the LCD listing except when it is missing. In this case it 
falls back to filename without extension 

 LCD Editor 

 ADDED: 

 Only the public statuses are shown as source for dynamic objects 

 FIXED: 

 In the notification message after a successful text output export of the cards the 
filenames were shown incorrectly 

 The very last (in case of a power supplier the last two) row of the property list were cut 
off 

 TPanel was changed to TTntPanel and TCheckbox to TTntCheckbox in the functions 

 Now the value of prefix and suffix can be empty. 

 Trying to open the PictureDB from the LCDEditor twice caused an error 

 CHANGED: 

 Support for DPI settings different from default 

 Offline Parameter Set Editor 

 FIXED: 

 If German language was selected, loading of parameter files (.par) created by 1.3.x.x 
version of EuroCap in Offline Parameter Set Editor could not be executed 

 CHANGED: 

 ZRedAng value 0 

EuroCAP 
v1.3.2.5 
May 22, 2012 

 New items have been added to the dropdown list of the Platform configuration attribute; it can 
be modified on the device (root) property sheet in Administrator and Designer view. The 
Complexity label has been changed to Functionality level (also in the Select device dialog 
window). The Capacity column header in the Select device dialog window has been changed to 
Func. level. 

 Fixed displaying FTP error message (download files / upload configuration). 
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 Several enhancements and bug fixes in the Communication Configurator. 

 Several enhancements and bug fixes in the Logic Editor. Factory defined macros are now 
deployed with the setup program (“Public Documents”\EuroCAP\Macros folder). It is a good 
idea to avoid saving your configuration into a “Macros.epc” file; it will not do any harm but it 
may be confusing that *.mac files appear among the generated configuration files (like *.icd, 
*.cid etc.). 

 Added new EPML elements (internal data). 

 In the Add Function Block Wizard (available in Designer and Administrator views), a newly 
created I/O object’s name will be complemented with the given suffix. 

 Rack Designer 

 ADDED: 

 The total power consumption and the capacity of the power supplier are shown in the 
status bar. 

 FIXED: 

 [HW Upload] There was in some cases an overflow in the ProtectionHood list 

 The first 10 pixels of the preview image were cut 

 Preview export image was shifted to left by 5 pixel 

 HWUpload: In some special card orders in cards.info some detected and registered card 
was identified as unknown. 

 CHANGED: 

 Rack Designer Front Bus panel is now alphabetically sorted 

 Picture Database: 

 ADDED: 

 TextOutput: Exports the LCD picture infos. 

 In LCD Import: When an LCD picture differs from the previous one but the ID is the 
same, the program asks what to do with the new image (overwrite, add as new, discard) 

 The new IDs were incremented by 2. 

 When encountering duplicate image, we check where is the highest id: in the old DB or 
in the imported one and we give the new IDs according to this. 

 The #500 LCD can be deleted only with admin rights 

 We store the power consumption of the cards and the nominal power of the power 
supplier. 

 Only PNG and BMP files can be selected for LCD picture 
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 FIXED: 

 LCD Pictures: Sometimes the new PicRecID contained a an already used ID instead of a 
new one. 

 Export, Import Rack Database, the last card was not imported 

 The selected picture on right changed on the redraw of the listbox. 

 Under Windows 7 classic theme AV when moving the "duplicate image" window. 

EuroCAP 
v1.3.1.7 
December 7, 2011 

 A brand new setup has been created to support 64 bits Windows 7. Any previous version must 
be removed manually from your computer before running the new setup program. 

 Enhancements in the site survey list (that appears when uploading or downloading 
configuration): 

 The new Substation column contains the substation’s name as currently configured in the 
device. RDSP rev. and CDSP rev. column header captions are corrected. 

 The list is sorted by one of the IP address, Substation or Device columns, ascending or 
descending (IP address is sorted by its 32-bits binary value). The first time when the 
window appears after a program start, the list is sorted by ascending IP address. 

 The list “remembers” the selected item. The first time no items will be selected in the list. 
After then the item with the latest selected IP address will be selected when found; 
otherwise no items will be selected, the last IP address is cleared. 

 Now list columns are not resized automatically. Press the Ctrl + ‘+’ keys to achieve the 
same behavior manually. 

 Major enhancements in uploading and downloading configuration: 

 Now the file transfer is carried out in a separate thread, so the process can be aborted 
anytime by closing the window. The first unrecoverable error will also close the window 
after the message is Okayed. The Retry button has been removed, upon failure the whole 
process must be repeated from the beginning. 

 File names are converted to and from UTF-8 names when downloading and uploading files. 
Please remember that Unicode file names are still not supported; file names that contain 
characters outside of your locale ANSI code page may be misinterpreted. 

 Not only the current but even the previous configuration can be uploaded from the device 
(when there is any). 

 Major enhancements in EPC file structure. The new file has a header containing the version of 
the file creator program and a 32-bits CRC to check the integrity of the file. Please note that 
earlier versions of the program are not able to open a file which has the new format. 
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 The Check Configuration command now checks LCD screen parameters, too. 

 Introduced DNP3 communication parameters for V2 configurations. The new settings are 
available on a new tab sheet of the Communication Configurator window. 

 The following IEC 61850 object names are checked against the "visible string" criteria as 
described in MMS stack mapping (at most 65 English letters, numbers and underscores are 
allowed): 

 IED name 

 LD instance 

 LN prefix (may be empty) 

 Report Control Block name and report ID (report ID may be empty) 

 GSE Control Block name and GoID (GoID may be empty) 

 Dataset name 

Longest LD instance and IED name together may be at most 64 characters long. Now a ‘0’ LN 
instance is also allowed. 

 Bug fixed in IEC 61850 ICD & CID files: nonexistent data could be referred in datasets. 

 Several bugs fixed in Logic Editor. Enhanced ConnIn & ConnOut management. Balloon help is 
always shown, even if there is no user logged in or when the sheet is locked. 

 Rack Designer: 

 ADDED: 

 [HW Upload] The device select columns can be sorted 

 [HWUpload] Add new IP textbox + button 

 [HW Upload] When coming to an unknown card (CardStatus != 0) and this card is a 
BUS or CPU no warning is shown. 

 In the RackDesigner BUS and HMI select menu the user may see the card comments as 
a hint (it's on the mainform bottom-left). 

 CHANGED: 

 [HWUpload] We show more information on the device select screen. 

 [HWUpload] Changes message in Master and Designer mode. 

 FIXED: 

 [HW Upload] "No to all" button had no effect 

 [HW Upload] The config id is checked before the processing of the card list. 

 [HW Upload] The permissions are now checked before adding / replacing / deleting 
cards 
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 [HWUpload] Index out of bounds error when clicking the refresh button 

  [HW Upload] The user may not replace a card under any circumstances. 

 Choosing the selected item in the front/bus panel list causes to deselect the item. 

 Selecting the double rack in the rack size list, even if the rack is not empty, leads to 
double rack view in the preview form. 

 Picture Database: 

 CHANGED: 

 [Card & Picture Editor, LCD] Import-export picture data labels were changed to Import-
export picture object 

 [Card & Picture Editor, LCD] Add, modify, remove button captions were changed to 
Add image, Modify image, Remove image they remained unchanged on the other tabs. 

 When adding the new LCD picture "LCD Picture Title" can not be changed. 

 FIXED: 

 The names of the LCD pictures weren't sorted alphabetically at the first opening. 

 LCD editor: 

 ADDED: 

 When replacing a dynamic image or label, that has the same texts/images as the new 
image/label, the texts/images don't need to be selected again. 

 The file extensions are hidden now in the LCDEditor dynamic image selector 

 The list of sources is now sorted 

 When the image is missing in the Picture DB, it's name is written by red 

 When the source or command object of a dyanmic image/label is missing then the check 
configuration, the closing of the given screen or clicking the LCD Generate button 
throws an error. 

 The glyph of addig a Static Label was changed from "T" to "Text". 

 The "+" and "X" icons at the dynamic images/labels are now invisible in master view or 
below. 

 CHANGED: 

 The maximum length of LCD Prefix, Suffix is now 15 characters 

 FIXED: 

 The user could have select not existing colors (-1) as LCD font, background, rectangle 
color 

 HW Upload firmware version check, definite message. 
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 The device download now handles correctly the path of lcd.conf even if the epc name 

contains special characters 

 Parameter set editor: 

 ADDED: 

 When the user selects a different language, closes the window and reopens it, the 
language remains the same. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.39 (version 1.2, release 39) 
October 5, 2011 

 Device property sheet title has been changed to “EuroProt+ Device Configuration”. Misspelled 
word “release” corrected. 

 “Parameter Set Editor” has been renamed to “Offline Parameter Set Editor”. 

 Minor enhancements in upload and download functions. 

 Bug fixes in IEC 61850 communication configurator: 

 The order of FCDA’s within a Data Set could not be modified. 

 Configuration Revision of Report and GSE Control Blocks was not maintained correctly. 

 Bug fix in IEC 60870-5-101/103/104 communication configurator: the generated legacy.conf 
file was corrected. 

 Rack Designer: 

 "LED Title" button was added which can be used to print the name of the leds in a given 
format 

 The new geo addresses are automatically added after closing the RackDesigner 

 FIXED: RackDesigner Preview Save when using double rack 

 The double racks are labeled in the printing 

 The second rack was moved a bit down in the RackDesigner 

 IO Check checks for the NodType3 and IOCount 3 at closing the RackDesigner 

 A Preview draw glitch resolved 

 The window gets automatically resized in case of double sized rack 

 Resolved: After the deletion the geo number was not deleted if the double card in the 
second row was 

 The cpu also gets a new geo number 

 The background of RackDesigner got gray again. 
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 The default size of scrollbox (in case of 6HE Rack) got bigger so that no resizement needed 

when showing the card menu 

 Support for a new slot type (42TE(6HE)), it is drawn in two rows in RackDesigner as well 
es in the preview and printing 

 The default position of BUS defaults to 30 instead of 'X'. Applies only after HWUpload. 

 LCD editor: 

 The Measurand object in the editor got renamed to Analog. 

 Picture Database: 

 NodType3 and IOCount3 properties were introduced. EPObj.pas was changed accordingly. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.38 (version 1.2, release 38) 
May 2, 2011 

 Bug fixed in “Add Function Block Wizard”. Now FB inputs also get temporarily a unique name 
(just like internal objects) before finalizing I/O assignments to avoid cross-renaming problems. 

Warning! 

Please note that this bug fix will not fix the issue when you assign the same external object to 
several different inputs. Whenever you did so, you will never be able to separate these inputs 
again (since they have the same name which is their only identifier in cross-references). 

 Bug fixed in normal and fast logic reordering: moving a line to the end of the list could cause 
AV. 

 Bug fixed in ICD and CID file: namespace in data type definitions were lost. 

 Enhanced IEC 61850 Data Type Template import (existing instances are updated). 

 Introduced IEC 60870-5-103 communication parameters for V2 configurations. The new 
settings are available on new tab sheets of the Communication Configurator (formerly IEC 
Configurator) window. 

 The visibility of Function Blocks can be adjusted even in master view. In the new tree view 
node named “Visible FBs” you can show or hide active 1st level FBs by clicking on its state 
icon (check box) or choosing the appropriate command form the popup menu. The “Modify” 
and “Translations” buttons are still available; selected inputs can be also reassigned in the 
“Function block properties” window. 

 Rack Designer: 

 Cards can be individually handled during HW Upload 

 The close button in the FTP log was renamed to 'Next >' 

 There is a message in the log on successful operation 
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 The caption of the FTP log was renamed to 'Upload HW configuration' 

 New rack type: "24TE (sigma)" 

 Upload HW: FileID is checked in the title. The user is asked whether he wants to load the 
HW configuration when the title is different. 

 If there is a card change the message that appears during HW Upload also contains the slot 

 Supports new card types like BUS+/8401 

 LCD editor: 

 When the user wants to add a new picture to the database from the LCD Editor, only the 
 Picture Database tab is shown in the card and picture database editor. 

 LCD Editor exit messages changed. 

 LCD Parameters design modifications 

 "Create user screen" and  "Delete user screen" buttons moved to the top toolbar. 

 New button on top toolbar "Rename User Screen" 

 Adding a picture to the LCD screen is now independent of adding a picture to the database. 

 Cut operation is not available, only delete. Icons were changed. 

 The hint of an image has been changed to “Assign Picture” (instead of “New item”) 

 Text operations: 

 Use the "X" button remove text 

 There is a “+” button instead of "O" (icon is unchanged) 

 The "+" button was changed to "T"; hint shows “Assign text” 

 Picture Database: 

 Text Output CategoryName is shown 

 Cards in Temp category are invisible when the user is not in Admin mode and has not 
checked the checkbox. 

 Complete card database export-import the LCD data can be saved-loaded - In Admin mode 
only. 

 Add, modify LCD picture form - design modifications 

 Parameter set editor: 

 The translated values are inserted in the comboboxes 

 FileID is checked by the Title. 

 FileID according to the Title in case of parameter saving 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.37 (version 1.2, release 37) 
February 18, 2011 

 Public documents folder’s path is displayed on the device (root) property sheet. The “Open 
folder” button next to the path will open the folder in an explorer window (the button shows a 
bubble hint). 

 From now on, equation groups are called “logic”, a single equation is called “logic element”. 
The three equation groups are referred to as “normal logic”, “fast logic” and “user logic” 
respectively. The Equation Editor is called “Logic Element Editor”, the Graphical Equation 
Editor is called “Logic Editor”. 

 Parameter set editor (formerly EuroSet): 

 If the Show Order property of the parameter is 0 then it is not printed. 

 Matrix has been mirrored vertically; this way the order of columns corresponds to the web 
display. 

 Rack Designer: 

 In the Hardware Upload section, the main identifier of the card is its title. 

 Changed Hardware Upload messages. 

 Logic Editor: 

 Find operation can be carried out within the Logic Editor. 

 The title of timer parameters with the same name will be set identically. 

 Toolbar buttons are arranged in two lines. Logic element orders are displayed by default. 

 Communication Configurator (formerly IEC Configurator): 

 When importing an IEC 61850 IED description, the already configured GSE receiver inputs 
will not be cleared. 

 Introduced IEC 60870-5-101/104 communication parameters for V2 configurations. The 
new settings are available on new tab sheets of the Communication Configurator (formerly 
IEC Configurator) window. The IEC 60870-5-101/103 Communication Configurator for V1 
configurations has been discarded. Project menu has been rearranged and command icons 
have been updated to reflect changes. 

 A new Function Block output will set to be published by default. 

 The Remove data radio button will be checked by default in the Remove function block window. 

 Introduced Import Configuration Wizard. It can be launched with the File | Import | 
Confgiuration… menu item (File | Import | Project… and File | Export | Project… items have 
been renamed to File | Import | NOD Project… and File | Export | NOD Project… respectively; 
icons have been also updated). The Wizard will replace the whole content of the configuration 
with the imported file, except for the hardware: imported IO signals will be mapped to the 
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hardware (rack design) of the current configuration. (See details in accompanying document 
EuroCAP_ft_029.pdf). 

 The genconf EPML element prints the literal identifier (formerly title) of the configuration. The 
generated binary file header also contains this attribute. The device (root) property sheet has 
been also updated; ID can be modified in Designer view and above. 

 Added Platform to configuration attributes. Platform is a literal identifier of the target 
hardware; it can be modified on the device (root) property sheet in Administrator view. The 
dropdown list contains “EuroProt+” as known platform. The platform is checked against the 
target device when downloading the configuration. 

 Device status LED is also displayed in the Select device window when uploading or 
downloading configuration. A download target may be added manually to the site survey list. 
Warning message added to remind local confirmation after download. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.36 (version 1.2, release 36) 
December 2, 2010 

 IED type and manufacturer is now updated from the imported ICD template file. 

 Available IEDs in an imported SCD file are now selected by the exact match of the 
manufacturer (the comparison is case-insensitive). 

 IED configuration version number is now composed from three numbers: major version, minor 
version and release number. Now the actual version number is displayed as IED property. 

 Bug fix in IP address selection dialog (invalid firmware version). 

 Edit functions are not available any more in Normal View in Graphical Equation Editor. 

 Bug fixes in Graphical Equation Editor. 

 PictureDB Version 1.1.34.2 

RackDesigner Version 1.1.59.1 

EuroSet Version  1.1.48.2 

LCDEditor Version 1.1.113.1 

 New Card numbering system 

 Visibility of categories can be altered 

 Import/export rack database, text output buttons are visible only in admin mode 

 Import/Export Picture Data buttons are showing the proper captions regarding the selected 
database 

 RackDesigner - Card selecting screen: Cards are sorted by alphabet. 

 FIXED: 
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 After changing rectangle height, the height did not refresh. 

 When exiting, at the "Structure changed..." message, the Cancel button was enabled. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.35 (version 1.2, release 35) 
November 5, 2010 

 Added Function Block selection to the Export for translation dialog window. 

 Added default parameter value definition to Object Type Definition (TYPES.T) file syntax. 
(See details in accompanying document EuroCAP_ft_028.pdf). 

 Bug fix in IP address selection dialog: the image of the list item did not reflect to matching 
firmware version (an erroneous result of firmware release number introduced in the previous 
program release). 

 Bug fix in Graphical Equation Editor. 

 PictureDB Version 1.1.34.0 

 LCDEditor Version 1.1.113.0 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.34 (version 1.2, release 34) 
October 1, 2010 

 Now the application can be run with a general user account, does not require administrator 
rights. In Windows Vista and 7 administrator users are also set back to normal level when the 
User Account Manager is active (this is the case by default). 

 The EuroCap.epw password file has been moved from the $PROGRAMDIR$ folder to the 
$ALLDOCUMENTS$\EuroCAP folder. The $ALLDOCUMENTS$ folder has a direct link 
in explorer windows named “Public Documents” or “Common Documents” or similar 
(varies in different OS versions). The program is backward compatible, so it will also find 
the password file in the old location, but a new file will be created in the new folder. 

 When building files, the output folder with the configuration file’s name will be created 
under the $ALLDOCUMENTS$\EuroCAP folder (this folder may be accessed by all users). 

 Added “ModifyView” view level argument to tree definition. By default, only the object’s title 
may be modified in a view level lower than the “AddRemoveLevel”. You have to define this 
level to grant modification right for all object properties in lower levels. Remember that every 
kind of modification is still prohibited in Normal View, regardless of the Modify View level. 
Also remember that the translations of object properties may also be modified from Master 
View. 

 Introduced <const> EPML element for binary output files. (See details in accompanying 
document EuroCAP_ft_027.pdf) 

 Added release number to firmware version. 
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 Changed default name format parameter of I/O objects from geographical address to slot letter. 

Remember to change %0:2.2d%1:2.2d to %0:1.1s%1:2.2d in the [Types] and [TypesV2] 
section of the INI file for relevant object types. 

 Several enhancements and bug fixes in Graphical Editor (see details in the document Grafikus 
egyenletszerkesztő.pdf) 

 Bug fix in IEC 61850 GOOSE import. Added private IEC 60870-5-104 protocol data to ICD 
files. 

 RackDesigner 1.0.58.5 

 LCDEditor 1.1.112.1 

 Card and Picture database 1.1.33.1 

 EuroSet 1.1.48.1 

 ProtectionHood 1.1.6.0 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.33 (version 1.2, release 33) 
July 14, 2010 

 Restored the LCD Editor’s speed button. 

 The file name now contains the file type (.esc) in the Save configuration window. 

 Updated EuroCAP.ini 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.32 (version 1.2, release 32) 
July 13, 2010 

 Several enhancements and bug fixes in Graphical Editor (see details in the document Grafikus 
egyenletszerkesztő.pdf) 

 An internal Graphical Editor status object (i.e. a status object that is not a connector with a user 
defined name) will not appear as an available reference for another object’s parameter. 

 Fixed the File | Save As… function (file was not created when the File | Save function was not 
enabled, i.e. when there were no unsaved changes in the configuration). 

 Several restrictions have been made to support read-only data presentation in Normal View. 
The object tree has been also modified, now Normal View and Master View is identical, but no 
modification is allowed in Normal View. IEC 61850 Editor can be launched only with its speed 
button. 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.31 (version 1.2, release 31) 
June 18, 2010 

 EuroSet Version 1.0.0.47 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.30 (version 1.2, release 30) 
June 14, 2010 

 Introduced the confdatim EPML element to print out the time of the generated *.epc file. The 
time of generation in the binary file header has been also changed to the file time. (See details 
in accompanying document EuroCAP_ft_026.pdf). 

 Further enhancements in Graphical Editor:  

 ConnOut element name is now validated. 

 “Generate equation” text replaced with “Create status” in local status property window. 

 Editor window can be closed with the Close (X) icon. 

 Bug fixed in constant timer parameter change. 

(See more details in the document Grafikus egyenletszerkesztő.pdf) 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.29 (version 1.2, release 29) 
May 21, 2010 

 Polished IEC 61850 data management. 

 Rack Designer Version  1.0.0.48 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.28 (version 1.2, release 28) 
April 30, 2010 

 Enhancements in IEC 61850 data management: 

 a direct GOOSE import will get address settings from the Communication section 

 VLANID and APPID in GSE Control Block is now treated as hex digits. Value is checked 
against constraints. 

 Configuration revision in report and GSE control block is increased automatically in the 
generated ICD / CID file when the control block or its data set has changed.  

 Further enhancements in Graphical Equation Editor (in LocalStatus and output connector 
management). 

 Protection Hood Version 1.0.0.5 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.27 (version 1.2, release 27) 
April 1, 2010 

 Further enhancements in Graphical Equation Editor. 

 An uploaded configuration is offered to be saved with the original file name (see also 
accompanying document EuroCAP_ft_025.pdf). 

 LCD Editor Version  1.0.0.108 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.26 (version 1.2, release 26) 
March 30, 2010 

 Further enhancements in Graphical Equation Editor. 

 I/O signal allocation is checked “silently” in Master view (and below), i.e. no confirmation 
messages will appear. Error messages may still be shown and also an informational message is 
reported on completion (“I/O signal allocation checked (n objects created, n removed).”). 
Objects references are now maintained when an I/O object is removed; in Master view no 
confirmations are asked. 

 Project | Build Files and Build Protocol Files actions are enabled only in Master view and 
above. 

 Introduced Firmware Complexity, a number from 0 to 6. Hardware Capacity (0-7) is added to 
the site survey message (UDP message version 3). Files may be downloaded only to those 
devices that have at least the same capacity as the configuration’s complexity (see also 
accompanying document EuroCAP_ft_024.pdf). 

 An object will not appear in Master view as an available reference for another object’s 
parameter when it has a parameter named “ExcludeGra” with a numeric value greater than 0. 
The parameter name can be written in any form, the comparison is case-insensitive. 

 LCD Editor Version  1.0.0.107 

 Rack Designer Version  1.0.0.45 

 Card Database Version  1.0.0.32 

 EuroSet Version  1.0.0.45 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.25 (version 1.2, release 25) 
March 5, 2010 

 TreeV2 modified (in EuroCAP.ini). 

 Bug fixes in Graphical Equation Editor. 
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 Hardware Configuration data grid is not visible in Master and Normal view. The same stands 

for the Copy to Clipboard and Print Data Sheet buttons and the comment above the grid. 

 Copyright notices have been updated. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.24 (version 1.2, release 24) 
March 3, 2010 

 Modifications in IEC 61850 data: 

 confirmation for removing LDevice, control block, DataSet, FCDA and ExtRefSet 

 IEC61850 configurator form is not closed when Enter or Esc key is pressed 

 external GOOSE inputs will not be doubled when importing from an SCD file 

 LN0/NamPlt/d and LN/NamPlt/d contains the “desc” attribute in the ICD/CID file 

 an FCDA can be moved up and down in the list (within the data set) 

 there is a "Use VLAN tag" check box to control the presence of the “VLAN-ID” and 
“VLAN-PRIORITY” address in the ICD/CID file 

 the special handling of NamPlt/configRev and NamPlt/d attributes is also realized in DAI 
mapping (previously defined mapping will be cleared when showing the Data Attributes 
tree node) 

 Bug fix: objects created in Master view may now be removed, renamed and moved in the list. 
Please note that from v1.2.10 all visible objects may be modified in Master view and above 
(except for I/O’s geographical address and connector ID). 

 A suffix may be added to the name and title of the Function Block in the Add FB Wizard. The 
suffix will also appear in the name of added objects. 

 Function Block references are now maintained in graphical equations when renaming an FB 

 Graphical Equation Editor and IEC 61850 Configurator may be launched directly from the tool 
bar 

 Further enhancements in Graphical Editor (see details in the document Grafikus 
egyenletszerkesztő.pdf) 

 IEC 61850 parameter files are now created in a folder named as the *.epc file. This folder is 
also the default placement for other generated files. Please note that other files may be created 
in another folder if a path is defined in the EPML file. 

 The definition of the [Tree] and [TreeV2] sections of the EuroCAP.ini file has been refined (see 
in accompanying document EuroCAP_ft_023.pdf). The INI file has been modified to hide 
empty tree nodes in lower view modes. 

 LCD Editor Version 1.0.0.97 (EuroCAP.ini file settings are also affected) 
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 EuroSet Version 1.0.0.41 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.23 (version 1.2, release 23) 
February 11, 2010 

 Bug fixed in object reference search in IEC 61850 data. If there was no LN0 defined then an 
access violation occurred when removing or renaming an object and when finding text in Data 
Attribute mapping or External GOOSE References. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.22 (version 1.2, release 22) 
February 3, 2010 

 Bug fixed in bug fix in Graphical Equation Editor. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.21 (version 1.2, release 21) 
February 2, 2010 

 Bug fixed in IEC 61850 configurator: Input Sets on GOOSE subscription tab was partially 
invisible. 

 XML entity decode enabled in SCL import. Improved support for localized IED names. 

 Bug fixed in Graphical Equation Editor: it was possible to define an equation for an output 
object that was already used in another group of equations. Improved line positioning. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.20 (version 1.2, release 20) 
January 27, 2010 

 Modifications in IEC 61850 data: 

 several LDs are allowed 

 move LNs between LDs 

 lookup <Inputs> in all LNs (in all LDs) when importing an SCD file 

 special handling of LN0/Mod/Oper and LN0/Mod/CtlModel in LDs other than LD0 

 full path (without IED name) added to GSE and DataSet reference in ExtRef (e.g. 
LD0/LLN0$GO$GSE_FirstGoose and LD0/LLN0$DS_FirstGoose); *.go file bug fix 

 “q” prefix for GOOSE Receiver TypeIndex in *.go file for quality (daName = „q”) attribute 
mapping (e.g. q1). 

 the number of predefined inputs can be set 

 bType = Dbpos and Tcmd data types are handled as Enum 
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 LN0/NamPlt/configRev contains the time of ICD/CID file generation 

 LD0/LLN0/SettingControl/numOfSGs contains the number of defined objects + 1 (NOD 
type is defined with the [FixedNodTypes] NumOfSGs / NumOfSGsV2 keys in the 
EuroCAP.ini file) 

 bug fix in ICD/CID file: a DAI default value could be empty 

 Added firmware version to the site survey message (UDP message version 2). Files may be 
downloaded only to those devices that have the same firmware version as the configuration file. 
IP address can be added manually only as an upload target (see also accompanying document 
EuroCAP_ft_022.pdf). 

 Postfix-format equation array limits are now stored in the *.epc configuration file. The 
constraints in the EuroCAP.ini file are the default values for a new configuration. The values 
can be modified in the type list on the device property sheet (only in Administrator view), a 
value greater than zero must be given. An existing configuration will be updated when opening 
the file; remember to save it to store the new limit values. 

 New menu command: File | Import | EPML files | For All Views. 

 Graphical Equation sheets can now be printed. Representation of blocks has changed. New 
EuroCAP.ini file settings ([GrEditor] TimerHeaderColor, FBHeaderColor, MacHeaderColor). 
See details in the editor’s User Guide. 

 LCD Editor Version 1.0.0.90 (EuroCAP.ini file settings are also affected) 

 Rack Designer Version 1.0.0.40 

 Card Database Version 1.0.0.29 

 EuroSet Version 1.0.0.38 

 Protection Hood Version 1.0.0.4 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.19 (version 1.2, release 19) 
December 21, 2009 

 Added Function Blocks to Graphical Equation Editor (see details in the editor’s User Guide). 

 More data added to the *.go GOOSE map file (see details in accompanying document 
EuroCAP_ft_021.pdf). 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.18 (version 1.2, release 18) 
December 9, 2009 

 Introduced groups of mutually exclusive function blocks (see details in accompanying 
document EuroCAP_ft_020.pdf). 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.17 (version 1.2, release 17) 
December 7, 2009 

 Bug fixed in renaming LN: references in FCDAs were not adjusted properly. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.16 (version 1.2, release 16) 
December 2, 2009 

 LCD Editor Version 1.0.0.81 

 Rack Designer Version 1.0.0.39 

 Card Database Version 1.0.0.28 

 EuroSet Version 1.0.0.37 

 Protection Hood Version 1.0.0.2 

 LN prefix and instance number can be modified from Master view. LN0 and LN with class 
LPHD cannot be edited. 

 LN0 and LN with class LPHD can be removed in Administrator view. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.15 (version 1.2, release 15) 
November 24, 2009 

 LN prefix and instance number may be edited. 

 File name (without path) is displayed in window caption (also in tray icon). 

 Removed Help | Access Rights command from menu and tool bar. 

 Bug fixed in object reference maintenance: V2 DAI map types were not maintained. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.14 (version 1.2, release 14) 
November 19, 2009 

 The new cardgeo EPML element prints the geographic address of the card as described in the 
accompanying document (EuroCAP_ft_017.pdf). 

 The Check configuration function is allowed from Master view. 

 Bug fixed in XML handling: element and property name comparison was not case insensitive. 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.13 (version 1.2, release 13) 
November 18, 2009 

 Bug fixed in IEC 61850 configurator: DataSet list did not accept dragged data object / attribute. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.12 (version 1.2, release 12) 
November 17, 2009 

 The “addCause” element in Data Attribute mapping ceased (also in the generated *.map file). 

 XML handling now follows the standard. The Datatypes.xml file must have ASCII encoding, 
others may have also UTF-8 encoding. The generated *.icd and *.cid file will have UTF-8 
encoding (*.map and *.go files are also encoded in UTF-8). See also accompanying document 
EuroCAP_ft_016.pdf. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.11 (version 1.2, release 11) 
November 3, 2009 

 Bug fixed in INI file check: the *.chk file with hidden attribute could not be updated. 
CheckFile! was also affected, v1.1.3 contains the bug fix. 

 Bug fixed in graphical equation editor: reintroduced missing Alt+arrow hotkeys. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.10 (version 1.2, release 10) 
October 21, 2009 

 Hotfix in EC 61850 ICD file generator (the order of XML elements has been changed to follow 
the description order in the standard, though it’s not mandatory). 

 Object ownership and access rights have been redesigned. Newly created objects will be owned 
by the Root Function Block even in Master mode. Object name may be modified in Designer 
view and above. Object title may be modified in all views. For an I/O object the identifier 
parameters (connector ID and geographical address) may be modified only in Administrator 
view. All other object parameters may be modified in Master view and above. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.9 (version 1.2, release 9) 
October 19, 2009 

 Bug fixed in SCD file import (only lower case *.scd file type was allowed). 

 Bug fixed in Import translations (the progress window was above the message box hiding its 
message). 
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 Bug fixed in Object properties dialog (for an ItemName parameter the type selector combo box 

is disabled together with the object selector). 

 Bug fixed in Export for translation dialog (path had to be added to the locale\export.po file 
name to avoid error when program was started from an associated *.epc file). 

 Bug fixed in Update Function Block Wizard (access violation occurred when a new I/O was 
added to the library file). 

 Bug fixed in Define Function Block Wizard (external objects references in owned LN DAI 
maps were not offered in the I/O browser). 

 Enhanced LCD and parameter set editors. 

 Several enhancements in the graphical equation editor. 

 Modifications in ICD file (pre-defined ExtRef inputs, default values in LN instances). 

 Changes must be saved to configuration file before building parameter files and / or 
downloading files to device, even if it is a new or uploaded configuration (uploaded 
configuration is treated much the same as a new one). 

 Postfix stack (item array size) limits has been modified. There is a limit for the total sum of 
function block (group 1) and graphical (group 3) equations and a separate limit for additional 
(group 2) equations. These constraints must be defined in the EuroCAP.ini file: 

[Constraints] 
MaxPostfixEquArray1+3 = 100000 
MaxPostfixEquArray2 = 100000 

These limits are applicable only for configurations with version 2.0 or above. For 1.x version 
there is a limit for the total count of equations in all three groups. 

 Object count / limit values are displayed to the left of the list below the command buttons. A 
warning sign also appears when the count of objects exceeds the limit. If there are several 
object types in one list then count and limit will be summarized, but constraints are checked 
separately for each object type. 

 Limits together with a warning sign are also displayed on the equation property sheets. For a 
1.x configuration count / limit values are displayed, for a 2.0 or higher version the stack / limit 
values will appear. Please note that group 1 and 3 stack sizes are summarized. 

In a configuration with firmware version 2.0 or higher the stack limits are checked when 
closing the editor. Only administrators are allowed to save changes even if the equation is too 
long or together with others the stack is too big. 

 Function block title can be translated to other languages. 

 GSE Control Reference added to the map string in the *.go file. 

 I/O object parameters may be modified in each view mode (supposing that the object appears in 
one of the lists), except for the first few parameters (connector ID and geographical address) 
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which are available only in Administrator view.  I/O object types are defined in the Io and IoV2 
keys in the EuroProt.ini file. 

 When removing a function block its data can be merged into either the root FB or any 1st level 
FBs. FB I/Os are maintained as described in the accompanying document 
(EuroCAP_ft_015.pdf). 

 When a function block is removed together with all its data then external references will be 
maintained including other function block’s I/Os. As a side effect an administrator is now 
allowed to remove an object even if it is a function block I/O. Referring merged and published 
outputs will be deleted from the FB, other I/Os display name will be ‘Object?’ as usual. 

 In the codepage selection dialog the caption of the “Continue” button has been replaced with 
“Close” to follow the expression used in the instruction (“Select another codepage for the file 
from the list or simply close the dialog to keep it:”). Please note that the pending operation 
cannot be cancelled in this dialog window. 

 The ANSI codepage in generated parameter files is always UTF-8 in v2.0 or higher 
configurations. 

 The Select device list is sorted by IP address. Device name is treated as UTF-8 encoded string. 

 Download and Upload memos display text with fixed width letters (Courier New 9). Before and 
after login banner messages of the FTP server are treated as UTF-8 encoded strings. 

 There are new serial numbers for Password Manager. Password files created with earlier 
versions will be considered as corrupt and will be deleted. 

 The EuroCAP.ini file is protected against manual editing. The file is validated with the content 
of the new EuroCAP.chk file. Whenever manual changes are made to the INI file (by the 
authorized system administrator) then the check file must be re-created with the separate 
CheckFile! application (not contained by the EuroCAP installer). EuroCAP will not read 
from or write to a corrupt INI file. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.8 (version 1.2, release 8) 
July 7, 2009 

 Added Edit | Find function and cross-reference maintenance support for LCD editor. Search list 
lines referring to the LCD editor cannot be used as shortcuts to show the placement of the found 
object. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.7 (version 1.2, release 7) 
June 29, 2009 

 Edit | Find function and cross-reference maintenance support for graphical equations has been 
improved. Since internal graphical editor objects may also contain reference for object variables 
it is not sufficient to use generated equations in group #3 in these functions. Unlike other lines 
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in the search list hits in the graphical editor cannot be used as shortcuts to show the placement 
of the referring graphical object. 

 Graphical equation editor does not offer objects which have the parameter value ‘ExcludeGra’ 
= ‘1’. Parameter is looked up by its name. 

 From now on Edit | Paste function is available only in the local popup menu of the graphical 
equation editor. Insertion point will be the current position of the mouse pointer. Overlapping of 
objects is not allowed and therefore it is checked before executing the paste operation. 

 Updated Card and picture database editor. 

 Introduced offline parameter set editor EuroSet. FTP supports site survey. 

 Added site survey to Upload Configuration and Download Files. 

 The title of the root Function Block has been changed to “Orphan Objects”. The new title is 
also applied for existing configurations when opening the file. 

 Introduced Update Function Block (see details in EuroCAP_ft_014.pdf). 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.6 (version 1.2, release 6) 
June 2, 2009 

 Bug fix: A newly created object’s default title did not appear in the generated parameter file 
(title defaults to the object’s name). 

 Bug fix: Setting the Function Block input attribute “May be reassigned in Master View” had no 
effect (it was not even applied for the input). 

 Bug fix: Input and output lists in the Function block properties dialog window enabled the 
built-in in-place editor for IO name though it had no effect on actual data. 

 Bug fix: Integer attributes were missing from equation target in error messages. 

 Window caption IEC 61850 generator has been renamed to IEC 61850 configurator. 

 Day Of Week in generated binary file header is zeroed. 

 Equation count limit is not defined in a V2 configuration. Postfix format constraint has been 
defined in EuroCAP.ini: 

[Constraints] 
MaxPostfixEquSize = 100 
MaxPostfixEquArray1 = 100000 
MaxPostfixEquArray2 = 100000 
MaxPostfixEquArray3 = 100000 

Configuration is checked against constraints when generating equations into a binary file and 
also in the Check configuration function. 
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EuroCAP 
v1.2.5 (version 1.2, release 5) 
April 9, 2009 

 Access right for IEC 61850 IED description file import is now granted from Master View (see 
EuroCAP_ft_012.pdf). 

 IEC 61850 Data Attribute mapping now defaults to ‘empty’ (see EuroCAP_ft_012.pdf). 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.4 (version 1.2, release 4) 
April 7, 2009 

 Introduced Picture Database Editor. 

 Visibility and access rights for IEC 61850 data changed. See details in the Software Project 
Documents (EuroCAP_ft_011.pdf). 

 Bug fix in external GOOSE reference mapping: when looking up the quality (‘q’) attribute in a 
data object LN prefix, class and instance are also supposed to be matched together with DO 
name. 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.3 (version 1.2, release 3) 
March 30, 2009 

 Introduced External GOOSE Reference property sheet and ExtRef properties dialog. See details 
in the Software Project Documents (EuroCAP_ft_010.pdf). In a V2 configuration timer and 
integer parameter objects may also be mapped for a DAI. New mapped object types and tree 
node added to EuroCAP.ini 

[FixedNodTypes] 
MapParTmrV2=22 
MapParIntV2=21 
MapGooseReceiver=901 

[TreeV2] 
84=2, External GOOSE References, Go61850TabSheet, Designer 

Remember to increase the following keys in the section! 

 Introduced Check Configuration function (see EuroCAP_ft_010.pdf). 

 Implemented Download parameter files to device. IEC 61850 file generating is now executed 
together with EPML generating (see EuroCAP_ft_010.pdf). 

 Implemented Upload configuration from device (see EuroCAP_ft_010.pdf). 

 An object type selector has been added to the ItemName object parameter editor. 
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 Bug fix in DAI map file: inactive objects are now ignored when calculating the type index of a 

referred object. The active state of the object is also checked (in GOOSE mapping, too). 

 Removed sample library files from setup except for Rack Designer and LCD Editor files (other 
files are stored along with the configuration). 

EuroCAP 
v1.2.2 (version 1.2, release 2) 
March 16, 2009 

 Added IEC 61850 CID file generating. Template is also stored in the epc file. 

 IEC 61850 Goose subscription may be set for other IED publishers. Data may be imported from 
EPC, ICD, CID or SCD files. (Goose data mapping is not implemented yet.) 

 Introduced “Float” parameter type in object definition (types.t), constraints are also supported 
in the form of [min,max].  Please note that the “.” (dot) character must be used as decimal 
separator. The 211 "Float parameter variable" type utilizes the new parameter type. The 
generated binary parameter will be represented as a 4-bytes Intel floating point value (“Single” 
Object Pascal type – 23-bits significand, 8-bits exponent, 1-bit sign). 

 An optional 16-bits checksum has been added to the generated binary parameter files. The 
checksum is written to the end of the binary file only if the file also contains a header (the 
“header” attribute in the “file” EPML element is ”yes” or missing). If the original file size is 
odd then a null byte is added before the checksum. The size of the checksum is also included in 
the header’s “file size” attribute (the first 4 bytes of the file). 

 The objects’ type indices are also shown on the property sheet. The final type index appears for 
active objects in the “Ix” column next to the “Type” column. Great efforts have been made to 
keep the performance when moving objects in the list. 

 New attribute added to Function Block input: “May be reassigned in Master View”. Inputs with 
this property may be assigned to a global object even in Master View. Only the Inputs tab of the 
Function Block Properties window may be accessed in Master View. 

 Internal Function Block objects (i.e. if the owner is a Function Block other than the root FB and 
the FB does not publish the object as output) may not be referenced by another object if the 
current view mode is lower then Administrator. The “Object properties” and “Choose object” 
(graphical editor) dialogs are affected (textual equation editor is not available in other view 
modes than Administrator). (Inactive objects are filtered even in Administrator view.) 

 Slight modifications in Graphical Editor (missing hints, default window size). 

 Restored the original behavior of the “Edit | Find” dialog (an unpublished experimental 
modification caused Access Violation in certain cases). 
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EuroCAP (formerly EuroProt) 
v1.2.1 (version 1.2, release 1) 
February 23, 2009 

 Application renamed to EuroCAP. Continuous versioning kept. Remember to rename the ini 
and epw files to EuroCAP.*. Also note that window state, position and size settings will be lost 
(registry keys contain the application name). 

 Introduced LCD screen editor. 

 Bug fixed in Edit | Find dialog: the window had “always on top” style this way hiding an 
occasional error message window. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.12 (version 1.1, release 12) 
January 12, 2009 

 Changes in Graphical Editor. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.11 (version 1.1, release 11) 
January 5, 2009 

 Inactive object handling in Graphical Editor. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.10 (version 1.1, release 10) 
December 12, 2008 

 Bug fixed in processing IoV2 key in EuroProt.ini 

EuroProt 
v1.1.9 (version 1.1, release 9) 
December 2, 2008 

 The IEC 61850 Attribute properties dialog now supports V2.x (EP+) configurations. See details 
in the Software Project Documents (EuroProt_ft_009.pdf). 

 Support for multi-language configurations. See details in the Software Project Documents 
(EuroProt_ft_009.pdf). 

 Introduced published object as a new function block output type. Published objects are internal 
objects of the function block but still available as input for other function blocks. Merged 
outputs are still available as well as assignable outputs. 

 Now you can define a function block without any outputs. 

 When importing an object type definition library file (TYPE.T) object parameters will be 
trimmed, i.e. superfluous parameter values will be removed. 
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 Bug fix in firmware version editor component handling: version numbers could fall back to 

their default value. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.8 (version 1.1, release 8) 
November 12, 2008 

 EPML parser stops with an error message when a reference for a nonexistent or inactive object 
is encountered. 

 The size of equations in postfix format is checked against a constraint. When this limit is 
exceeded then EPML parser stops with an error message. Remember to setup the constraint in 
the EuroProt.ini file with the MaxPostfixEquSize key in the [Constraints] section. 

 Bug fix in Function Block equations: 2nd group of equations was mapped to the 1st group 
causing unpredicted behavior and error messages. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.7 (version 1.1, release 7) 
November 8, 2008 

 Introduced Graphical Equation Editor. 

 There are new library files for EP+ configurations (type definition, card database, card bitmap 
cache). When creating a new configuration you have to choose the version and language. The 
major version for an EP+ configuration defaults to 2. 

 Fixed issue on type index generation in EPML parser. 

 Added inactive state presentation in IEC 61850 generator. 

EuroProt 
v1.1.6 (version 1.1, release 6) 
October 29, 2008 

 Bug fix in Additional equations (2nd) group. Pasting and equation from clipboard caused 
Access Violation. 

 Bug fix in EPML parser: forfuncs element line was not filtered from text output. 

 Bug fix in Add Function Block Wizard: a function block designed with earlier program 
versions (1.1.3 and before) caused Access Violation (there was no IEC 61850 Logical Device in 
the function block). 

 Bug fix in hardware export / import: terminal labels were spoiled when importing back the 
exported *.eph file. 

 Tree view and specially handled object type definitions has been clearly separated in the 
EuroProt.ini file. There was a side-effect when declaring some specially handled object types, 
the objects disappeared from the Others tree node though it did not appear anywhere else. 
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 Inactive objects are filtered from the following lists:  

 Choose Target Object (for an equation) dialog 

 object list in Equation (text) Editor 

 object lists of combo box editors (for Item Name type parameters) in Object properties 
dialog 

 object list in (IEC 61850) Attribute properties dialog 

 Several new features added, some others changed. See details in the Software Project 
Documents (EuroProt_ft_007.pdf) 

EuroProt 
v1.1.5 (version 1.1, release 5) 
October 20, 2008 

There was only a pre-release with this version with some bug fixes and improvements of v1.1.6 

EuroProt 
v1.1.4 (version 1.1, release 4) 
October 14, 2008 

 Complete IEC 61850 support. New EPML elements added to parameter file generating. New 
features in equations including grouping, integer variables and graphical editor. See details in 
the Software Project Documents (EuroProt_ft_006.pdf). 

 Total weight of function blocks may exceed 100% in Administrator View (Add Function Block 
Wizard). 

EuroProt 
v1.1.3 (version 1.1, release 3) 
August 26, 2008 

 Several improvements and bug fixes in IEC 61850 functions. Missing features (will be 
implemented in next version): 

 The “descr” LN attribute cannot be modified. 

 Cross references are not maintained in IEC 61850 objects (when an LN is removed or a 
mapped data object is renamed or removed). 

 LNs cannot be declared for function blocks (formerly known as relays) only globally. 
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EuroProt 
v1.1.2 (version 1.1, release 2) 
June 19, 2008 

 Added IEC 61850 support: now you can maintain Logical Nodes, Data Attribute mappings, 
Datasets and Report Controls at a configuration level, according to the Software Specification 
(CAP_tools_61850 v1.0 published on 2008.04.11). 

 Added Logical Nodes (first level) and Attributes (second level) nodes to the configuration 
tree. Editor functions are available only in Administrator view. You can add or remove 
Logical Nodes, modify the description and mapping of leaf Data Attribute Instances. 
Mappable object types are defined by MapXxx keys in the [FixedNodTypes] section of the 
EuroProt.ini file. 

 Added File | Import | IED Capability Description menu command. Current IED will be 
cleared and replaced with the imported data. 

 Activated IEC 61850 Parameter files choice in window started by Project | Build Files | 
Build Protocol Files menu command. The radio button is enabled only in Designer view 
and above. This function will show up the IEC 61850 Generator window where you can 
edit datasets and reports and start file generation. You have to save a newly created 
configuration prior to initiating file generating process. An .icd and a .map file will be 
created next to the .cfg file with the same filename. 

 The Project | Build Files | Generate Code & Parameter Files function has been modified: you 
have to save a newly created configuration prior to activating the function (to set a filename for 
the configuration). 

EuroProt 
v1.1.1 (version 1.1, release 1) 
May 8, 2008 

 New Project | Build Files function added: Generate Code & Parameter Files. See details in the 
Software Project Documents (EuroProt_ft_005.pdf). 

 Assignment representation has been changed to ‘:=’ to make equation sign available for 
comparisons in future versions. 

 The equation’s comment property is displayed in the list view as a yellow colored line that 
follows the data line. This line cannot be selected by itself, but it will be selected whenever the 
data line is selected. 

 Bug fixed in Import Project function. Under some conditions a comma character could appear 
in the stored value of an equation as the first character of an operand. These ‘,’ characters did 
not cause any problem whenever the equation was parsed (in the displayed value, in the editor 
and even in the built text file). But in the built binary file the postfix operand is split into ‘,’ 
separated parts (timer name, attribute and interval) thus making the timer operand parser to 
identify the starting comma as an empty object reference. Now there is a workaround to filter 
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these commas when accessing the stored value. When you save the configuration the equations 
will be fixed. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.46 (version 1.0, release 46) 
January 7, 2008 

 New Edit functions added: Cut (Ctrl+X), Copy (Ctrl+C) and Paste (Ctrl+V). Selected text (in 
standard editor components, like edit box) or selected list lines (objects or equations) may be 
moved via the system clipboard, even to another configuration opened in another EuroProt 
window. An object can be pasted only to those lists which display the same type of objects. 
When the Insert function is enabled then paste executes as a series of Insert functions, 
otherwise objects will be added to the end of the list. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.45 (version 1.0, release 45) 
Decmber 18, 2007 

 Configuration tree view has been completely redesigned. Now tree is not expanded fully when 
view mode is changed or a new configuration is loaded, only the root node (device 
configuration) is expanded. 

Please note that object types for tree leaves are defined in the EuroProt.ini file’s 
[FixedNodTypes] section. Remember to restore your customized settings after setup in the 
[Library] and [Types] sections. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.44 (version 1.0, release 44) 
November 19, 2007 

 New Edit function added: Find (Ctrl+F). The Find command carries out a global search for the 
given text. Several search conditions may be set. The found items can be shown in a list to 
allow direct navigation among the found items. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.43 (version 1.0, release 43)  
Pre-release 

 There is a new column in the object lists showing the parameters as comma-separated text. 

 The visual objects of the lists has been modified to implement a common addition and insertion 
method in the ancestor object. 
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EuroProt 
v1.0.42 (version 1.0, release 42) 
February 14, 2006 

Equation editor has been substantially redesigned. 

 The object combo box has been replaced with a full-height list box, which accommodates to the 
size of the dialog window. You also have a vertical splitter to increase the width of the list box. 
The object list box is always enabled, only the Replace (Ins) button is disabled when the cursor 
is not on an object reference in the editor window. Up and down arrows, page up and page 
down keys scroll the list box, even if the editor window has focus, so you don't have to focus 
the list box to select an object. In return, the editor window has the ability to automatically 
make visible the cursor upon editing actions (except for select commands). If you want to 
lookup an object by typing its first letters, you still have to move focus to the list box by 
clicking on it or by pressing Shift Tab. Double-clicking an item in the list box has the same 
effect as the Replace button or the Ins key. 

 Parenthesis and NOT buttons work much the same as previously, but you must use the same 
hotkey to add and to remove them (Delete key is assigned to a new edit command). 

 AND and OR operators can replace each other, when the cursor selects one of these operators in 
the editor window, instead of removing the selected condition (there is a separate Edit function 
for deletion). In other cursor positions, they work the same as in the previous version. 

 There is a new Edit group, which contains Insert, Delete, Undo and Redo buttons. 

 Insert button remains pushed until an AND or OR operator is inserted, then it is released 
automatically. A pushed Insert button will cause the AND / OR operator to be inserted before 
the selection. 

 The Delete editor command will delete the whole selection, and if it does not contain the AND / 
OR operator, then the preceding or the following AND / OR will also be deleted. 

 All changes to the currently edited equation can be undone, undone commands can be redone 
again, until you close the editor window. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.41 (version 1.0, release 41) 
November 25, 2005 

 Protecta: BLK+GRF (ProtectW) file generation parameters are saved in the .epc configuration 
file. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.40 (version 1.0, release 40) 
November 9, 2005 

 Object parameters are also shown in property sheet lists. Parameters appear as comma separated 
values in the last column of the list (like in the Object Ownership dialog). 
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EuroProt 
v1.0.39 (version 1.0, release 39) 
November 3, 2005 

 Bug fix in "Others" property sheet parameter setting (after importing a TYPES.T file, "Other" 
objects could not be shown). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.38 (version 1.0, release 38) 
October 28, 2005 

 ADI relay evaluation order maintenance has been modified to optimize device CPU load. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.37 (version 1.0, release 37) 
October 17, 2005 

 Bug fixed in object ordering of an added relay. 

 Protecta: Introduced IEC 60870-5-1/3 parameter file generator (Project | Build Code). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.36 (version 1.0, release 36) 
September 13, 2005 

 Protecta:  "BLK+GRF Generator" now supports UNICODE. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.35 (version 1.0, release 35) 
September 8, 2005 

 Protecta: "Rack Designer" and "Menu Designer" now support UNICODE. Note that menus 
created with previous versions are not compatible with the new version of the Menu Designer 
(access violation will be raised) due to some fixed save-bugs. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.34 (version 1.0, release 34) 
August 11, 2005 

 Fixed Access violation error in File | New. Automatically imported TYPES.T and Cards.epd 
will be converted with the default ANSI codepage. You have to execute import again manually 
if the default codepage does not suit your needs. 

 Bug fixed in Add Relay Wizard (relay name was spoiled). 
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EuroProt 
v1.0.33 (version 1.0, release 33) 
August 11, 2005 

 Fixed Access violation error in hardware file import/export. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.32 (version 1.0, release 32) 
August 10, 2005 

 Minor bug fixes in the appearance of the "Object Properties" dialog. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.31 (version 1.0, release 31) 
August 9, 2005 

 The "Others" property sheet is now empty, below it there are separate property sheets for all 
types, which are not assigned to any other sheet. 

 The "Screen" parameter editor has got a checkered border to show the four LCD segments. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.30 (version 1.0, release 30) 
July 29, 2005 

 Introduced UNICODE support. 

Please note that EuroProt is still not a pure UNICODE application, it is a legacy software (as 
Microsoft calls it). Despite of this it is now capable of storing and displaying all textual data as 
2-bytes UNICODE characters (please find known limitations below). This new release of the 
software is fully backward compatible with previous releases, data has always been stored as 
UTF-8 encoded UNICODE text (thanks for Borland's streaming method). 

Besides please note that Win9x systems (Windows 95 / 98 / Me) may have limited or no 
UNICODE support, only NT-based systems (Windows NT / 2000 / XP) have full UNICODE 
capabilities. We use "Tahoma" character font to display UNICODE text, this font is always 
present on Windows 2000 / XP. 

Text parameters are stored as strings of double-byte characters with the following restrictions: 

 Programmatic parameters (such as object names) must contain valid identifiers composed 
from a subset of ASCII characters. Locale Windows versions are supposed to contain 
ASCII character set in their ANSI codepage. 

 Imported and exported ANSI text files are converted according to the explicitly given 
codepage. For users' convenience latest selected codepage is stored in the configuration 
(.epc) file. Note that type and design identifiers of a card in the card database are 
alphanumeric (ASCII) texts (according to the EPD file definition), however card and 
connector title may be localized. 
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 EuroProt Protection Devices support only ANSI text, so object parameter values should not 

mix characters from different ANSI codepages. An ANSI codepage is assigned for program 
build, too (build function is not implemented yet). 

 The spreadsheet on "Connector Allocation" property sheet currently does not support 
UNICODE (or any ANSI codepages different from the default), texts are interpreted 
according to the default ANSI codepage. 

 "Rack Designer" and "Menu Designer" currently do not support UNICODE, texts are 
interpreted according to the default ANSI codepage. 

 Added "File | Open Recent" menu item. The submenu shows the last 10 recently opened files. 

 Added "File | Export" and "File | Import" menu items with submenus. These menu items are 
shortcuts for the functions of the "Device" property sheet and the "Manage Hardware" dialog's 
"Storage" sheet. 

 Added new items to the "Help" menu (check program for details). 

 "Relay Property" and "Relay I/O Browser" dialog windows are now sizeable. 

 Editor fields in "Object Property" dialog window are now anchored to the right edge, too. So if 
you increase the width of the window, editor boxes will also grow wider. 

 All sizeable dialogs now have a maximize button, window state and size is stored in registry 
(on a per-user base). Registry entries has been standardized, stored window data from previous 
versions cannot be used any more. The Default Window Size command restores all windows to 
their default size, furthermore if there is a splitter on the window then its position will also be 
set to default. 

 All list view columns are resized automatically to the width of the longest string. However, 
pressing Ctrl + 'Gray+' still gives more accurate result. (Please note that the grid on "Hardware 
Configuration" property sheet is not a list view, besides it has it's own philosophy about column 
resizing.) 

 In "Add Relay" and "Define Relay" wizards you can change the relay library folder. 

 Screen-type parameter editor is now a 2-line memo, which handles the screen text as a whole 
(previously four editors co-worked according to the four LCD display quadrants, but edited text 
could not flow from one component to another). 

 "Change" button has been deleted on the "Choose a relay" page of "Define Relay Wizard", you 
can select the relay directly from the list. Name of the selected relay is always displayed above 
the list, only "Next" button will be disabled when selected relay is not on the first level. 

 You can save the configuration directly from the "Define Relay Wizard" before applying any 
changes to it. 

 Default value for parameters of Screen and LongString types has been changed to an empty 
string. 
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 Screen-type parameters are allowed to be modified in Master view (and above). The Access 

Rights.pdf document has been modified accordingly. 

 Bug fixed in "Add Object" command (undefined NOD type caused access violation). 

 Bug fixed in "Define Relay" command (changed relay title did not appear on the property sheet 
after the wizard has finished). 

 Bug fixed in "Add Relay Wizard" (relay was not activated). 

 Bug fixed in relay I/O reassignment (merged outputs were not adjusted). 

 Bug fixed in project import (equal objects could seem to be different thus raising a 'name is 
already in use' exception). 

 Now there is a brand new built-in password manager in the program. You can start it from the 
View menu or from the Change View dialog and it also starts automatically when you want to 
change view mode and the password database does not exist yet. There is no preset password 
database, the user has to create his own. To decide the highest view level, we have created three 
different serial numbers. The first account created by the user will grant the right to create other 
accounts (passwords) for other users (co-workers), even with lower visibility. But the highest 
view level is decided by Protecta who gives the appropriate SN with the software. 

 Administrator View color became purple (red is reserved for Designer View only). 

 "Others" and "Menus" tree nod appears only in Designer View (and above). "Rack Design" tree 
nod appears only in Master View (and above). The Access Rights.pdf document has been 
modified accordingly. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.29 (version 1.0, release 29) 
June 30, 2005 

 Bug fixed in ADI relay evaluation order maintenance (only one ADI relay could be recorded in 
a parameter, though it can contain a comma separated list of relays). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.28 (version 1.0, release 28) 
June 10, 2005 

 A relay (stored in a library file) defines the execution order of its ADI relay functions. When 
adding and removing a relay, the program automatically maintains a single object instance of 
the evaluation order type. The object contained in the relay is merged with the object in the 
configuration. 

Affected NOD types are defined in the EuroProt.ini file ([FixedNodTypes] section, 
AdiRelayEval entry). Since evaluation order type contains references for ADI relays, it is also 
added to the CsvRefer entry. 
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 Number of object instances of a certain type is limited. This limit may be changed in the type 

list shown on the Device Configuration (root) property sheet (press the Show Types button to 
make the list visible). Limits may be modified only in Administrator View. Limit values default 
to 0. 

 When creating a new configuration, default NOD type definitions and card database will be 
imported automatically (if the files are available in the appropriate folder). Cards.??.epd and 
Types.??.t files are installed into the Data\Samples folder, one for each supported language 
(currently EN or HU may stand at the ?? position, according to the Language ID entry in the 
EuroProt.ini file). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.27 (version 1.0, release 27) 
May 31, 2005 

 Further relay properties may be modified: input and output assignments can also be changed. 

 The Relay properties dialog also shows all owned objects, which are activated-deactivated 
together with the relay. 

 Deactivated relay objects are now excluded from exported NOD file. 

 Protecta: "Project | Build code" command performs BLK+GRF file generation. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.26 (version 1.0, release 26) 
May 13, 2005 

 The Relay I/O assignment dialog now offers a button to create a new object on-the-fly. If a 
hardware I/O is to be created, then Rack Designer will be launched. 

 When an object's NOD type is changed, the object will become factory-defined (not user 
defined as it was in the previous versions). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.25 (version 1.0, release 25) 
May 11, 2005 

 When a relay is removed, it will remove all owned equations together with owned objects 
(unless objects are moved to the parent relay, in which case equations won't be deleted either). 

 Equation and NOD object lists contain a checkbox representing the owner relay's inactive 
(disabled) state. 

 Now relay I/O objects may be renamed. 
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EuroProt 
v1.0.24 (version 1.0, release 24) 
May 5, 2005 

 Bug fixed in relay definition: could not remove an allowed I/O type. 

 Bug fixed in Equations sheet: access violation could occur. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.23 (version 1.0, release 23) 
March 16, 2005 

 Access violation could occur when displaying the Equations sheet. This could happen when an 
object (e.g. a timer) was removed from the configuration but the equation set for this object was 
not allowed to be deleted. 

 Bug fixed in "merge output" processing. When adding a relay, input name changes has not been 
applied for the parameters of a merge output. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.22 (version 1.0, release 22) 
January 28, 2005 

 Protecta: The rack designer's "nyakdb.epd" file has been renamed to "nyakdb.ini" (EPD file 
type has different syntax and semantics). 

 Protecta: The "updatepath" file is no longer used, update path and bitmap language is defined 
in the EuroProt.ini file. 

 A new type of relay outputs has been introduced, it is marked as "merge output". The object 
referred by such an output is defined by the relay and should be merged into the root relay 
when the relay is inserted into the configuration. The object then may be used as an input of 
further relays. 

 Windows XP themes (color schemes) are now supported. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.21 (version 1.0, release 21) 
January 3, 2005 

 Protecta: Bug fixes in the menu designer. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.20 (version 1.0, release 20) 
December 1, 2004 

 Protecta: Bug fixed in card bitmap path mapping. 

 Bug fixed in registered user and company identification. 
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 Build number is no longer used in version identification (always 1). Build number has been 

removed also from previous versions in this document. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.19 (version 1.0, release 19) 
November 24, 2004 

 Bug fixed in relay removal (owned object references were not cleared when destroyed together 
with the relay). 

 Ported to Delphi 7. Added MS Installer support. 

 Configuration tree view has been rearranged. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.18 (version 1.0, release 18) 
September 15, 2004 

 Nod type IDs for built-in application features may be defined in the EuroProt.ini file. 

 Nod type IDs are also listed on property sheets (along with type names). 

 Introduced Define Relay and Add Relay wizards. Relays are saved as library files with ".epr" 
type. 

 Relay I/O object cannot be renamed or removed. 

 The new Administrator authority level has been defined for relay definition. An Administrator 
and a Designer creates objects as factory-defined objects, others as user defined objects. This 
will prevent an unauthorized user to spoil factory settings. 

 NOD file import performance has been improved. 

Notes about file types used by EuroProt: 

FILExt.com reports that 

 ".epr" files are also used as "Eiffel Project Repository" files, 

 ".epc" as "Jill Game File", 

 ".eph" as "NOAA Post-fit GPS Orbit Data", 

 ".epd" as "UK Liberal Democrats Election Agents Record System - EARS Printer Definition" 
and "Express Publisher Publication File" 

without naming any company or giving further details. 

Other sources (such as file-ext.com, icdatamaster.com, webopedia.com) have even less information 
about these file extensions. 
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We have not reported our application to use these types yet, since currently it's only a 0-version. 
When publishing the first public version, we will create the support web pages, after then we will 
declare these file types as EuroProt file formats. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.17 (version 1.0, release 17) 
April 26, 2004 

 Introduced Relay objects (with pre-defined root relay). Imported NOD objects are now owned 
by the root relay by default, which is a container for common factory-defined objects. 

 Relay function object types has been defined (as [42, 301, 302, 212, 214, 213]); 

 Protecta: Menu designer has been implemented. 

 Protecta: Rack designer supports logical I/O wiring again. 

 Protecta: A new Quick search edit box has been added to "Choose object type" (for a new 
object), "Choose target object" (for a new equation) and "Rack designer" dialogs. 

 When importing a NOD file, default device title is now changed to the imported file's name 
(without file type). 

 Bug fixed in restoring last window size. 

 Corrected hint and enabled state of Insert button on all EP object property sheets. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.16 (version 1.0, release 16) 
March 19, 2004 

 Introduced new Designer View mode. Master View functionality has been reduced. Master and 
Designer views are password protected, password is hard-coded, cannot be changed. Current 
passwords are "M" for Master View and "D" for Designer View. 

 Protecta: Further imporovements in Rack Designer. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.15 (version 1.0, release 15) 
March 5, 2004 

 Protecta: Further imporovements in Rack Designer. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.14 (version 1.0, release 14) 
March 1, 2004 

 The application's new large icon (32x32) has been put on the About box, too. 

 Now the View | Default Window Size command will also reset the window splitter's position. 
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 File Save command is disabled when there are no changes to save (no question is asked when 

closing an unchanged file). 

 Protecta: Rack designer has been rewritten. 

 Wiring Coordinates data has been added to Hardware Configuration (to support the new rack 
designer). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.13 (version 1.0, release 13) 
February 17, 2004 

 The application's large icon (32x32) has been modified. Also, the ".epc" file's large icon has 
been slightly adjusted to represent better the document's style. 

 NOD file import has been improved. An existing duplicate I/O object is detected not by its 
Name but by its Geographical Address and ID parameters. If a matching I/O object has been 
found, it's Title will be kept (NOD file doesn't contain titles), all other properties will be 
overwritten by imported data. 

 Hardware Configuration grid columns are resized after a successful Manage Hardware dialog 
(a new hardware may have been imported from an ".eph" file). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.12 (version 1.0, release 12) 
February 10, 2004 

 The default icon for ".epc" file type is now different from the application's main icon (in the 
registry, the "HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\EuroProt.epc\DefaultIcon" key's default value is now 
"[Program Files]\EuroProt.exe,1"). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.11 (version 1.0, release 11) 
February 9, 2004 

 ".epc" file type is associated to the EuroProt.exe application during setup. According to 
FILExt.com, this extension is not used by other applications (yet). 

 Setup folder and program icon name has been switched (a Protecta CAP Tools folder will be 
created with an EuroProt icon). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.10 (version 1.0, release 10) 
January 12, 2004 

 Protecta: Rack design printing has been modified. 
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EuroProt 
v1.0.9 (version 1.0, release 9) 
January 9, 2004 

 Protecta: Rack design may be printed. Current (start or working) directory must contain a 
folder named Bitmaps with a bitmap file for each card type (file name is the card type ID). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.8 (version 1.0, release 8) 
November 28, 2003 

 Main window size and state (normal/maximized) is stored in the registry (each user has his own 
setting). Uninstall will not clear these settings. 

 The same stands for the Equation Editor window. 

 NOD object import has been improved: those objects which don't have a name (the first 
parameter is not a UniqueString) will get a default title from their first parameter (usually it will 
be a much more usable description of the object than its newly created name). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.7 (version 1.0, release 7) 
November 27, 2003 

 Parameter value of "item name" type (which is actually an object reference) may be empty. An 
appropriate item has also been added to the combo box used for editing this type of parameter 
to let you choose an empty reference. 

 Bug fixed in changing object order. Move Up and Move Dn buttons did nothing (inherited 
OnClick method wasn't called on visually derived frames). 

 Bug fixed in object list item selection. The focused item in list view could be different from the 
selected item. 

 Unnecessary flickering of list views has been avoided by temporarily disabling redraws until all 
changes has been applied. 

 An hourglass cursor is set when preparing the Choose Target Object dialog for a new equation. 
(In a large device configuration it can take several seconds to fill the drop-down list of available 
objects.) 

EuroProt 
v1.0.6 (version 1.0, release 6) 
November 26, 2003 

 Now @MENU section is also processed during NOD import. There is a new property sheet for 
Menus, but designer is not implemented yet. 
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 Bug fixed in exporting equations to NOD file (the length of parsed item array was used instead 

of it's high-bound). There may be still differences in original and exported NOD equations, 
since the NEDIT program didn't utilize the table name of the target object (EuroProt fills out 
target table correctly). 

 Bug fixed in importing and editing a Screen-type parameter. Imported parameter string was 
left-trimmed causing loss of leading spaces. Furthermore, the editor box text was padded with 
spaces to maximum length causing inconvinience in editing. 

 From now on all NOD objects will maintain their order within the NOD type. You can move an 
object up and down in the list and you may insert a new object to a certain position (it was 
already implemented in the Equation list). 

 Behaviour of the edit box for Device Title has changed. Now all character changes will be 
applied immediately for the title (previously one was expected to press Enter or Esc to apply or 
abandon changes). 

Note that the title is also the root name in the tree view on the left panel and may be edited in-
place as well. 

 Timer's "Time-Out" state has been renamed to "Expired". 

 In some color schemes the chosen system colors in the Equation Editor resulted poorly readable 
selected text. Now we use fix colors in the editor box (color scheme will not affect text color). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.5 (version 1.0, release 5) 
November 19, 2003 

 The first four rows (not including header) from Hardware Configuration grid may be printed as 
"Hardware Data Sheet". 

 After modifying a rack design, you are asked whether you want to check I/O allocations. 

 Equation Editor window scrolling has been modified. A long equation is wrapped into multiple 
lines, a vertical scrollbar with proportional page thumb is used for scrolling. 

 Equation Editor dialog box will now show object information also for the target object (the 
Object drop/down list is still disabled when selecting the target). 

EuroProt 
v1.0.4 (version 1.0, release 4) 
November 14, 2003 

 New Hardware Configuration data: Terminal Assignments. They can be given as arbitrary 
strings in 'Term.' cells on Connector Allocations property sheet. In the ".eph" file the 
[Terminals] section contains terminal data. 

 Hardware Configuration grid may be copied to clipboard. 
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 Columns of empty slots in Hardware Configuration grid are sized only one-character wide and 

will not be copied or printed. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.3 (version 1.0, release 3) 
November 10, 2003 

 Bugs fixed in Equation Editor. Editor hot keys were trapped even if the Comment edit box was 
in focus. Now the editor panel may also be focused, on exit it will disable it's hot keys 
(including left and right arrows). Selection Subtraction and Parentheses action had some 
misbehaviour when the first selected item was an AND or OR operand. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.2 (version 1.0, release 2) 
November 6, 2003 

 Protecta: Bug fixed in Rack Designer. Card type was temporarily stored in a string of length 6, 
truncating longer type names and so defining fake cards. 

 New Hardware Configuration data: Rack Size and Hardware Design Number. In the ".eph" file 
the [Basic] section contains these data. 

EuroProt 
v1.0.1 (version 1.0, release 1) 
July, 2003 

The first release of the "Null" version. 


